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Abstract
The Rio+20 conference between the 20-22 June 2012 has made further
commitment to pathways in sustainability that were first paved at the inaugural Rio
summit in 1992. Twenty one years on from when countries adopted Agenda 21,
additional milestones by United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development
include commitments to ensure environmental protection by reducing Carbon
Dioxide (CO2) and waste.
More recently Australian and United Kingdom (UK) legislation drives
government policy towards regulating products of CO2, Construction and Demolition
waste (C & D) through taxation, levies and strategies. From a definition of C & D
linked to sustainable waste behaviour that seeks to minimise deposing in to landfill;
principles of waste resource management can be sought in a hierarchy that assess the
most preferable outcomes, when diverting C & D from landfill and other forms of
waste treatment.
The research is established in the Australian and UK context, research
activities initially are specific to the southeast of Queensland, Australia located in the
country’s east sub-tropical regional climate. The qualitative research is
fundamentally based upon analysis and evaluation of case studies of traditional
timber constructed domestic dwellings located in the greater Brisbane area, southeast
Queensland. The case studies are relevant to the topic of waste minimisation, as a
‘Queenslanders’

unique

traditional

Australian

vernacular

form

is

easily

deconstructed for optimising relocation, adaptive and building component reuse.
With such a stock of Colonial, Victorian and Federation domestic dwellings in
the southeast and regional areas of Queensland; the Queensland University of
Technology (QUT) campuses in Brisbane provide exposure to a variety of academic,
professionals and specialist practitioners with knowledge of these buildings locally.
The initial research activities stage of the study was flexible and conducted over a
two-year period of the study, due to easy access of case studies in the greater
Brisbane area and exposure to consultation with experienced academic and
professional experts.
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UK multiple-use development case studies in the greater London area further
evolve the research through showcasing the use of alternative materials to new, and
the reuse of an existing obsolete heritage property asset.
The literature review of the study is structured to support research outputs
based on the delivery of papers, conference presentations and syllabus milestones
associated with QUT Doctrine of Philosophy (PhD) requirements. The interrogation
of the research activities with the aid of cross-referencing to the literature review
prolegomenon and précis findings of waste treatment, management, legislation and
design process considerations when incorporating principles of regeneration reuse is
adopted.
In view of the study’s original philosophy and the research activities nexus
with the regeneration reuse conceptual framework (defined by the principles of
relocation, adaptive and building component reuse), a literature review
prolegomenon sets the scene before its précis in the following chapter. This preamble
of the conceptual process draws upon assessing embodied carbon and sustainable
benefits to deconstruct rather than destruct, and consider alternative options to waste
treatment technologies in the built environment.
The importance of waste management legislation is examined in the literature
review, specifically the impact of governance to the principles of regeneration reuse.
Analysis of Australian and UK jurisdiction legislation, strategic, fiscal and policies
encouraging waste management practices are evaluated. Statistical comparison of
waste disposal and C & D recycling targets by jurisdiction are presented and
discussed. The literature review summarises the implication of Australian and UK
respective building codes and regulations in the context of waste management and
design requirements, specifically comparing targets for reducing CO2 omissions.
Design process considerations when incorporating the principles of
regeneration reuse are defined, including design phasing and staging assessment of
architectural institutes in Australia and the UK including a critique of their policies
that support waste minimisation. Analysis of techniques in minimising waste when
considering regeneration reuse during the design process are evaluated, and on site
assessment tools reviewed. The research structure expands on the detail from the
introduction overview to comprehensively investigate Queenslander forms of
domestic dwelling as viable solutions to the relocation reuse principle of regeneration
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reuse. The methodology, techniques, procedures and undertaking of research
activities are explained and linked to the fundamentals of the preceding literature
review. From this description of the structure, research activities associated with the
historical evolvement of the Queenslander architectural form and examples of
relocation reuse in Queenslanders are explained. A completed multiple-use project in
the greater London area provides practical applications of building component reuse
in the construction process of a new development scheme, and selection of
appropriate alternatives when the use of reused material is not viable. The principle
of adaptive reuse is explored through examination of an obsolete heritage power
station in the heart of London, which has planning approval to be adapted for
multiple-use as part of a showcase master plan development.
The research activities analysis of the Queenslander case studies demonstrates
how the construction form can be utilised as relocation and building component
reuse after deconstruction. The findings from the research activities of Queenslanders
are summarised through outlined inclusion of aspects of work when considering
incorporating the principles of regeneration reuse in a property asset development
project. Aided by the case studies, building code assessment determines incentives
and constraints when applying the principles of relocation, adaptive and building
component reuse to a Queenslander. The UK multiple-use case studies describe how
the respective principles of building component and adaptive reuse were achieved,
reflecting and identifying obstructions when considering there inclusion in the design
process and application during construction. The summary and evaluation of the UK
case studies set out methods of reducing and minimising waste through good
practices associated with building component reuse during the design and
construction stages of a project. The showcase UK multiple-use heritage project is
analysed through established appraisal criteria to demonstrate that the proposed
works to an obsolete building meet the requirements in satisfying adaptive reuse.
From collation of the individual research activity data and respect analysis,
regeneration reuse drivers and constraints are reviewed and supported with examples
of practical applications. The literature review, research activities, analysis and
evaluation are concluded succinctly, including discussion of limitations contained in
the study and recommendations to future research that would promote the principles
of regeneration reuse in the built environment.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The prospect of climate change has the earth’s environ facing its greatest crisis
since the last ice age 12,000 years ago. It is anticipated that if over the next 100 years
there is a greater than 2˚C rise to the current global mean atmospheric temperature
(UNCCC 2011), humans will experience the greatest change in climatic conditions
since before the Stone Age. Impacts of this climate change will be significant to
social, economic and environmental conditions globally, as highlighted by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) represented in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1.
IPCC assessment report outlines the main changes expected from higher temperatures (IPCC 2007)
Projected	
  changes	
  in	
  the	
  21st	
  
century	
  

Projected	
  impacts	
  

Higher	
  maximum	
  temperatures	
  
–	
  more	
  hot	
  days	
  and	
  heat	
  waves	
  

• Increased	
  mortality	
  in	
  the	
  elderly	
  population	
  
as	
  well	
  as	
  urban	
  poor	
  
• Increased	
   heat	
   stress	
   for	
   wildlife	
   and	
  
	
  
livestock	
  
• Increased	
  risk	
  of	
  damage	
  to	
  crops	
  and	
  lower	
  
	
  
crop	
  yields	
  
•
Increased	
   cooling	
   demand/	
   reduced	
   energy	
  
	
  
supply	
  reliability	
  
Higher	
  minimum	
  temperatures	
  	
   • Decreased	
  mortality	
  due	
  to	
  cold	
  
–	
  fewer	
  cold	
  days	
  and	
  cold	
  snaps	
   • Decreased	
  risk	
  of	
  damage	
  to	
  some	
  crops	
  but	
  
increased	
  risk	
  for	
  others	
  
• Larger	
   range	
   of	
   crop	
   pests	
   and	
   disease	
  
vectors	
  
• Decreased	
  demand	
  for	
  heating	
  energy	
  

This will lead to a loss of climatic stability that has not been witnessed by
evolved mankind, and a situation very different to the consistent environment
systems that benefited the European and now Asian industrial revolution. Aspects of
industrial revolution have been identified to be responsible for creating this climate
change, which negatively impact upon natural environments and their inhabitants.
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Due to the recognition of climate change the international community strives to
achieve governance policies that will stabilise the situation.
Following the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro 154 nations signed the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) a policy
framework for addressing climate change. Further the 184 Parties of the UNFCCC
have now ratified the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, a legally binding commitment to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. Australia's ratification of the Kyoto Protocol came into
effect on 11 March 2008. Under the Protocol, Australia has agreed to an annual
emissions target of 108% of its 1990 emissions during the 2008 to 2012 period. The
European Union (EU) member states collectively agreed to an 8% reduction. The
United Kingdom (UK) contribution to this target was a 12% reduction on 1990 levels
over the period 2008 to 2012 in emissions of a basket of six greenhouse gases:
Carbon

Dioxide

(CO2),

methane,

nitrous

oxide,

sulphur

hexafluoride,

hydrofluorocarbons and perfluorocarbons. The objectives of sustainability in the
built environment (Bleek 2008) more recently have seen governance in the
Australian and UK jurisdictions developing ways to reducing carbon emissions. The
Climate Change Act 2009 sets to reduce the UK’s overall carbon emission by 80%
by 2050 (against 1990 levels), significant given that half of the UK’s carbon
emissions come from the built environment. Fiscal incentives have included an
award of a £1bn contract for the first UK Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)
demonstration project by December 2011(Anonymous 2011), which was postponed
in October 2011 as a consequence of technical issue pushing the budget of the
scheme beyond economic viability. Assurance to invest in future projects by May
2012 included the same £1bn contract for the first UK CCS, however the new
competition was open to coal and gas stations and included schemes capturing
carbon before combustion (BBC 2012).
1.1

BACKGROUND
Australia more recently passed carbon tax measures that are comparable in

significance to Polluter Pays Principles (PPP) developed throughout the EU in the
late nineties. Further the UK has tax incentives for good environmental practices
including relief on stamp duty on zero carbon homes, and tax penalties for poor
environmental practices such as landfill tax (Waddell 2008).

2
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The introduction of the Climate Change Act 2009 in the UK set a domestic
objective that went beyond the Kyoto Protocol, and included a target to reduce
emissions of CO2 by 20% based on 1990 levels by 2010 (HMRC 2011). More
recently Australia through the Clean Energy Act 2011 is set to reduce carbon
emissions by 159 million tonnes in 2020. The scheme was commenced in mid 2012
to mid 2015 (July to June), and will be followed by carbon trading (Telegraph 2011).
This common theme to improve sustainable waste behaviour is represented to a
more fundamental level by creating a culture that achieves a reduction of waste
generation and responsible disposal. Built environment Construction and Demolition
waste (C & D) is generated as a result of building, refurbishing, renovating or
demolishing structures, building structures and infrastructure such as roads, bridges
and docks, and includes material such as timber, uncontaminated soil, concrete,
asphalt, plasterboard, steel, bricks, ceramic and clay tiles, and aluminium
(Queensland Government 2010).

Figure 1.1. Waste and Resource Management Hierarchy (Queensland Government
2010)

The main principles when managing C & D apply in the waste and resource
hierarchy shown in Figure 1.1 from the Queensland, Australia Waste Reduction and
Recycling Strategy 2010–2020 when adapting definitions from the EU (Official
Journal of the European Union 2008), as:
‘reduce’ means measures taken before a building structure or component has
become waste, that reduce: (a) the quantity of waste, including the reuse of
components or the extension of the life span of building structures, (b) the adverse
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impacts of the generated waste on the environment and human health, or (c) the
content of harmful substances in materials and components.
‘reuse’ means any operation by which building structures or components that
are not waste are used again for the same purpose for which they were conceived, or
means checking, cleaning or repairing renovation, by which building structures or
components that have become waste are prepared so that they can be reused without
any other reprocessing or recycling back to material when considering relocation,
component and adaptive reuse.
‘recycle’ means any recovery operation where waste

is reprocessed into

products, materials or substances whether for the original or other purposes. It
includes the reprocessing of organic material but does not include energy recovery
and the reprocessing into materials.
‘other recovery’ means any operation the principal result of which is waste
serving a useful purpose by replacing other materials that would otherwise have been
used to fulfil a particular function, or waste being prepared to fulfil that function, in
the building structure or in the wider economy.
‘treat’ means recovery or disposal operations, including preparation prior to
recovery or disposal.
‘dispose’ means any operation which is not recoverable, including where the
operation has a secondary consequence during the reclamation or reuse of a building
structure or component.
Key elements of ‘material reclamation’, include: reprocessed materials or use
of recycled materials, appropriate materials and dimension encompassing
prefabrication, efficient ordering of materials, materials handling and storage,
contractual arrangements, efficient waste management segregation, and efficient
waste management auditing.
A method of reducing waste as a by-product of the demolition and construction
process is to include the reuse of structures and building components after
deconstruction as material for use once re-conditioned. The adoption by countries to
improve components of sustainability is now familiar and one such example is the
built environment, which will continue to be a target for controlling government
policies. Improvements to delivering a more sustainable built environment include
4
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reverting away from the linear thinking process of construction and embracing the
closed loop thinking process of building component manufacture, as shown in Figure
1.2.

Figure 1.2. Closed Loop Thinking (Addis and Schouten 2004)

“The concept of Closed-Loop Material Cycles (CLMCs) combines the aims of
zero waste and resource-efficient construction and is related to the principles of
Industrial Ecology.” (Sassi 2008)

Figure 1.3. Waste Management Cycle (Hurley and McGrath 2001)
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The reuse of structures and building components from the deconstruction of
existing buildings is a significant link in the closed loop thinking process, and its
status is further enhanced with its representation as a secondary material in the waste
management cycle, shown in Figure 1.3 with light dashed arrows.
1.2

RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE
Following commencement in Queensland of the Sustainable Planning Act on

the 18 December 2009 changes to improve the sustainable aspects of the built
environment delivery process is progressing. A key aspect not yet included is a
prescriptive legislative requirement to include reusable building components in
construction work, based on a sustainable rating assessment. Despite the Improving
sustainable housing in Queensland discussion paper published in June 2008 by the
Department of Infrastructure and Planning, Queensland Government that highlighted
a proposed investigation into building materials relative of their Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA).
Further the Queensland Government Department of Public Works released the
Recycling Policy for Buildings and Civil Infrastructure in 2009 with the aim of
sustainability in the built environment through the improved utilisation of resources
and reduced pressure on landfill waste sites. The policy sets a target of 40 per cent
recycling of each material type by weight. However a significant barrier to achieving
this target is the lack of a well-developed system or method for assessing materials
and building components for reuse.
This study has examined methodologies for assessing structures and building
components suitability of reuse after deconstruction. The study demonstrates
Queensland Government's ambition of ensuring that, where practical, cost-effective
opportunities for reuse of materials and building components after deconstruction
can be included in construction projects.
The Queensland Government seeks to develop legislation to prescribe a
framework to reduce 75 per cent of construction and demolition waste by 2020. The
detail was originally provided in the June 2010 issued Waste Avoidance and
Recycling Consultation Draft, Queensland’s Waste Strategy 2010 – 2020. A
percentage of material as total land fill of C & D taken from a number of pits
excavated as part of an investigation undertaken by Brisbane City Council of a

6
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former uncontrolled C & D waste landfill site in 1997 is provided in Table 1.2
(Queensland Government 2002).

Table 1.2.
Construction and demolition waste data from investigations undertaken by Brisbane City Council of a
former uncontrolled waste landfill site in 1997 (Queensland Government 2002)

Material	
  

Percentage	
  of	
  total	
  fill	
  

Concrete	
  

20	
  –	
  50%	
  

Bricks	
  

5	
  –	
  20%	
  

Timber	
  

5	
  –	
  20%	
  

Steel	
  

5	
  –	
  15%	
  

Soil	
  

15	
  –	
  70%	
  

Green	
  Waste	
  

5	
  –	
  20%	
  

Plastic	
  

1.3

5%	
  

RESEARCH METHOD
The basis of the research follows an approach of obtaining research activity

data relevant to the Queensland and UK context. The research activities comprise of
assessing structures and building components suitable for reuse after deconstruction,
using various residential ‘Queenslander’ examples and larger developments in the
UK. The following gives a sequence of research activities and methodology
associated with the study:
1.

Qualitative research activity data has been collected from research and
case studies of completed and on-going construction and demolition
projects, which are assessed for waste and retrievable structures and
building components suitable for reuse after deconstruction. The main
body of research is based on a literature review of waste management
legislation and design process considerations, which is preluded to by a
definition of deconstruction, waste and a philosophy of ‘regeneration
reuse’.
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2.

The literature review analyses waste management strategies in Australia
and the UK, comparing jurisdiction targets pertaining to C & D that
encourage ‘regeneration reuse’. The examination is enhanced by review of
applicable Australian and UK legislation, strategic, fiscal and policy that
influence on the principles of 'regeneration reuse', evaluating issues
relevant to waste and resource management practices.

3.

Undertakes through consultation with learned academic colleagues,
designers, manufactures and demolition specialist consultants, a review of
the ‘regeneration reuse’ principles applicable to the construction process
through case studies and liaison with industry groups. This is further
assisted with a study of design and construction waste minimisation
processes, specifically seeking to incorporate ‘regeneration reuse’ in to the
design delivery process.

The research has been centred on the Australian and UK jurisdictions; research
activity data sources have been compiled predominantly in greater Brisbane, with
two additional UK case studies sourced from greater London.
1.4

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
1.

Provides an explanation of ‘regeneration reuse’ principles following
deconstruction, which reduce waste generation associated with the process
of demolition, construction and operation.

2.

The research is focused on analysing the constraints, barriers and design
criteria that allow building structures and components to be available for
regeneration reuse and that reduce waste.

3.

The study gives a platform of knowledge to support a philosophy of
regeneration reuse assessment, based on the literature review relevant to
the studies title, and collation of research activities from case studies.

4.

The research focuses on the processes, techniques and methods of building
structure and component reuse from ascertainable research activity data
collected from case studies. The research activities data has been gained
from construction projects in southeast Queensland and multiple-use
projects in southeast England.

8
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1.5

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES/ PROCESSES
1.

Research, create and present a philosophy of regeneration reuse based on
points 1., 2., 3. and 4. detailed in section 1.4 Research Objectives.

2.

Define, summarise and evaluate waste management legislation and design
process considerations applicable in Queensland, the Commonwealth of
Australia and the UK.

3.

Examine the evolving design and construction methodology of a range of
timber domestic dwellings (typically 'Queenslanders' during the eras of
1880-1900, 1900-1920 & 1920-1940) in Australia.

4.

Detail the methodologies and techniques applicable to the regeneration
reuse of Queenslander building structures and components in the domestic
construction industry applicable to Queensland, and multiple-use projects
in England.
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1.6

RESEARCH STRUCTURE AND DELIVERABLES

2010
MayTime Elapsed (Quarterly over 4 years) July

AugOct

2011
NovJan

FebApr

MayJuly

AugOct

2012
NovJan

FebApr

MayJuly

AugOct

2013
NovJan

FebApr

MayJuly

AugOct

2014
NovJan

FebApr

MayJuly

Research Study Task
Leave of absence

1

Leave
Milestones

2
3
4
5
6

Commencement

1

Stage Two Proposal
ii.

Confirmation/ Articulation to PhD (Proposed)
i.

PhD Articulation Viva (Proposed)
Thesis Lodgement

2

Research Milestones

Date

1. Commencement

05/10

2. Thesis Lodgment

06/13

i. PhD Articulation Viva 06/11
ii. PhD Comfirmation
08/11

Generic Capabilities

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Communication
Knowledge and Research Program
Research Career Learning
Technical Research Skills
Self & Project Management
Research Conduct
Leadership

a.

Creativity/ Design
Coursework

15

AIRS
Thesis Writing

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Title and Abstract
Introduction
Literature Review
Methodology
Techniques
Research Activity Basis
Research Activity Methodologies and Techniques
Analysis & Evaluation Assessment
Conclusion
Recommendations
Research Process

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Accessing of Literature
Consider Methodologies
Consider Techniques
Consider Methods
Assess Case Studies
Analysis Process
Evaluation Process
PRRES Conference
Gathering of Results
Approval/Agreements/Applications

35
36
37

Research Ethics and Code of Conduct
Intellectural Property
Health and Safety
Outputs

38
39
40
41
42

Research paper
Conference presentation

b.

d.
c.

e.
f.

g.

Journal paper
Self Build Project (Proposed)
Final Thesis
Notes
a. QUT Bluebox Commercialisation Workshop at Mantra on Salt Beach & Peppers Salt Resort & Spa, Kingscliff 7 - 8 October 2010 (Completed)

!"#$%$&'()$*%%

b. Sustainable Wellbeing International Conference 27 - 29 April 2011 - An assessment of timber dwellings typical of the Queenslander era, and constraints associated with their relocation, component
and adaptive reuse when considering 'regeneration' (Completed)
c. Sustainable Wellbeing International Conference 27 - 29 April 2011 Presentation - Regeneration (Completed)
d. 5th World Scientific and Engineering Academy and International Conference 22 - 28 February 2012 - Waste and resource management practices, legislation and policy encouraging and influencing
‘regeneration reuse’ of property assets (Completed)
e. Wessex Institute of Technology’s 6th International Conference on Waste Management and the Environment 4 - 6 July 2012 - Assessment of the project design process when incorporating built
environment regeneration reuse and waste management principles (Completed)
f. 5th World Scientific and Engineering Academy and International Conference 22 - 28 February 2012 Presentation - Regeneration Reuse (Completed)
g. Wessex Institute of Technology’s 6th International Conference on Waste Management and the Environment 4 - 6 July 2012 Presentation (Accepted)

Figure 1.4. Research Delivery Program

The structure and delivery of the research was originally intended to be
completed through enrolment on a part-time Master of Research study, with the
option to articulate to a full time Doctrine of Philosophy, as represented in Figure
1.4. The blue ‘time elapsed’ line in Figure 1.4 identifies the stage achieved based on
the original research proposal to articulate to a PhD. Due to economic, academic,
professional, political and personal reasons a decision was made to complete the
study with QUT as a Master of Applied Science (Research) degree.
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1.7

RESEARCH APPROACH
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Figure 1.5. Research Iteration Diagram

The sequencing of the Chapters and their sub-headings is represented in Figure
1.5, which serves as reference to the integration and dissemination of the principles
of regeneration reuse throughout the research. The individual flow chart symbols are
used at the front of each chapter, with the detail of each symbol expanded to provide
a sub-heading content summary.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review Preamble
The purpose of the preamble to the literature review represented in Figure 2.1
commences in section 2.1 by: defining deconstruction, reviewing its benefits and
barriers when considering it in the overall process of construction, and reasoning
why deconstruction is preferable to demolition. This reasoning of adopting an
approach to deconstruct rather than destruct, so as to minimise waste and utilise
structures and building components reuse, leads to an outline of the principles of the
philosophy of regeneration reuse in section 2.2. From an understanding of
regeneration reuse in the context of the waste management cycle of the built
environment, the disposal of waste is defined and a waste treatment perspective
explored in section 2.3. The review of waste assessment systems, treatment
technologies and strategies is followed by a continuation of the core basis of the
study in Chapter 3: Literature Review.

!

!

"#$%&'$(&%!)%*#%+!,&-.%/-0%1-1!
!
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Figure 2.1. Literature Review Prolegomenon

2.1

DECONSTRUCTION RATHER THAN DESTRUCTION

2.1.1 Definition of Deconstruction
Deconstruction is the systematic disassembly of structures or buildings to
enable the reuse and recycling of construction material such as bricks, concrete, steel,
timber, and architectural elements (Green Leigh and Patterson 2006). Deconstruction
is a demolition method whereby a structure is carefully and methodically
disassembled so as to salvage as many components as possible, the goal is not merely
to recycle, but to reuse (Webster 2007). Techniques of systematic disassembly of
Chapter 2: Literature Review Preamble
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buildings date from 1854 in the greater Brisbane area (Crowther 1999a), its
definition, history, types of deconstruction and strategies for reuse are detailed in
Table 2.1.

Table 2.1.
Definition, history and types of deconstruction and strategies for reuse (Crowther 1999a,
2000b; Gorgolewski 2006)
Definition	
  of	
  
deconstruction	
  
“If	
  a	
  building	
  were	
  
designed	
  for	
  
deconstruction	
  it	
  
can	
  be	
  seen	
  that	
  a	
  
major	
  portion	
  of	
  the	
  
total	
  energy	
  use	
  of	
  
the	
  build	
  could	
  be	
  
recovered	
  in	
  the	
  
form	
  of	
  materials	
  
and	
  components	
  
that	
  may	
  be	
  reused,	
  
recycled	
  or	
  
relocated.”	
  
(Crowther	
  1999a)	
  
“Design	
  for	
  
deconstruction	
  and	
  
the	
  lessons	
  of	
  
industrial	
  ecology	
  
suggests,	
  a	
  strategy	
  
in	
  which	
  the	
  initial	
  
design	
  of	
  the	
  
product	
  into	
  its	
  base	
  
materials	
  and	
  
components.”	
  
(Crowther	
  2000b)	
  
“This	
  scenario	
  of	
  
reuse	
  saves	
  on	
  
resources,	
  water,	
  
disposal,	
  and	
  energy	
  
use	
  during	
  material	
  
processing	
  as	
  well	
  
as	
  energy	
  use	
  during	
  
components	
  
manufacture	
  and	
  
transport.”	
  
(Crowther	
  2000b)	
  

Types	
  of	
  deconstruction	
  and	
  
strategies	
  for	
  reuse	
  

History	
  of	
  deconstruction	
  
Deconstruction	
  is	
  not	
  a	
  new	
  technique	
  and	
  examples	
  of	
  
timber	
  structures	
  being	
  dissembled	
  for	
  reuse	
  are	
  evident	
  
throughout	
  history	
  from	
  the	
  ancients,	
  through	
  the	
  middle	
  
ages,	
  and	
  more	
  recently	
  sophisticated	
  methodologies	
  in	
  the	
  
	
  
nineteenth	
  and	
  twentieth	
  centuries.	
  (Crowther	
  1999b)
“The	
  first	
  house	
  in	
  the	
  colonial	
  settlement	
  of	
  Brisbane	
  was	
  
a	
  prefabricated	
  timber	
  cottage	
  brought	
  from	
  Sydney,	
  
though	
  probably	
  originally	
  from	
  Britain.	
  This	
  cottage	
  was	
  
originally	
  assembled	
  at	
  Redcliffe	
  in	
  1824,	
  but	
  the	
  following	
  
year	
  was	
  disassembled	
  and	
  relocated	
  to	
  a	
  site	
  in	
  Brisbane.“	
  
(Crowther	
  2000b)	
  
The	
  early	
  examples	
  of	
  deconstruction	
  techniques	
  in	
  
Australia	
  came	
  with	
  the	
  first	
  	
  	
  European	
  settlers,	
  such	
  an	
  
example	
  in	
  1788	
  is	
  a	
  prefabricated	
  portable	
  house	
  designed	
  
for	
  relocation	
  constructed	
  from	
  a	
  structural	
  frame	
  of	
  
timber	
  and	
  with	
  a	
  roof	
  and	
  walls	
  of	
  painted	
  cloth	
  brought	
  
from	
  England	
  to	
  Sydney	
  Cove	
  by	
  Governor	
  Phillip.	
  One	
  of	
  
the	
  more	
  successful	
  manufacturers	
  of	
  similar	
  styled	
  
cottages	
  was	
  John	
  Manning	
  of	
  London,	
  which	
  had	
  more	
  
flexibility	
  in	
  design	
  and	
  offered	
  increased	
  habitable	
  
comfort.	
  With	
  the	
  development	
  of	
  greater	
  industrial	
  
resources	
  came	
  prefabricated	
  portable	
  iron	
  buildings	
  with	
  
more	
  durable	
  materials	
  such	
  as	
  corrugated	
  sheet	
  iron,	
  and	
  
with	
  the	
  introduction	
  of	
  hot-‐dip	
  galvanising	
  in	
  1837	
  came	
  
the	
  possibility	
  of	
  materials	
  readily	
  available	
  for	
  reuse.	
  
(Crowther	
  2000b)	
  
During	
  the	
  Nineteenth	
  Century	
  modern	
  timber	
  framing	
  
techniques	
  using	
  standardised	
  structural	
  sizing	
  and	
  
propriety	
  systems	
  using	
  generic	
  designs	
  made	
  relocatable	
  
buildings	
  more	
  generally	
  available.	
  (Crowther	
  2000b)	
  
Today	
  modern	
  contemporary	
  designs	
  of	
  domestic	
  dwellings	
  
utilise	
  proven	
  design	
  techniques,	
  can	
  incorporate	
  existing	
  
structures	
  and	
  include	
  emerging	
  technologies	
  to	
  create	
  
more	
  sustainable	
  outcomes.	
  	
  

Deconstruction	
  can	
  be	
  seen	
  to	
  fall	
  into	
  
three	
  main	
  categories;-‐	
  	
  
(i) systems	
  level,	
  	
  
(ii) product	
  level,	
  and	
  	
  
(iii) material	
  level.	
  	
  
Where	
  systems	
  level	
  relates	
  to	
  design	
  
for	
  future	
  adaptation	
  and	
  reuse;	
  
product	
  level	
  where	
  a	
  component	
  can	
  
be	
  upgraded,	
  reused	
  or	
  replaced	
  and	
  
considers	
  a	
  building	
  to	
  be	
  in	
  layers	
  with	
  
each	
  being	
  accessible;	
  and	
  material	
  
level	
  when	
  a	
  building	
  component	
  is	
  
reverted	
  to	
  recyclable	
  material	
  ready	
  
for	
  manufacture.	
  	
  (Gorgolewski	
  2006)	
  
Further	
  the	
  term	
  reuse	
  can	
  apply	
  to	
  
three	
  categories:-‐	
  	
  
(i) adaptive	
  reuse,	
  	
  
(ii) relocation,	
  and	
  	
  
(iii) building	
  component	
  reuse	
  
following	
  deconstruction.	
  	
  
Where	
  adaptive	
  reuse	
  of	
  an	
  existing	
  in-‐
situ	
  building	
  with	
  construction	
  being	
  in	
  
part,	
  full,	
  upgrade	
  and	
  addition;	
  
relocation	
  when	
  a	
  building	
  structure	
  is	
  
removed	
  in	
  its	
  entirety	
  to	
  a	
  different	
  
location;	
  and	
  building	
  component	
  reuse	
  
when	
  extracted	
  through	
  
	
  
deconstruction.	
  (Gorgolewski	
  2006)

2.1.2 Benefits and Barriers of Deconstruction
A summary of social, economic, environmental and other benefits and barriers
of deconstruction are presented in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2.
Benefits and barriers of deconstruction (Hechler, Larsen and Nielsen 2010)

Benefits	
  of	
  deconstruction	
  

Barriers	
  to	
  deconstruction	
  

Environment:	
  

Perception	
  and	
  education:	
  

−

Reduced	
  primary	
  resource	
  use	
  

−

Designers/	
  builder	
  attitude:	
  “new	
  is	
  better”	
  or	
  “new	
  is	
  easier”	
  

−

Reduced	
  waste	
  to	
  landfill	
  

−

Lack	
  of	
  resources	
  for	
  education	
  on	
  deconstruction	
  

−

Opportunities	
  for	
  recycling	
  

−

Lack	
  of	
  research	
  into	
  deconstruction	
  

−

Reduction	
  of	
  site	
  impacts	
  caused	
  

−

Lack	
  of	
  information	
  and	
  tools	
  to	
  implement	
  deconstruction	
  

by	
  demolition	
  (compaction,	
  dust	
  etc.)	
  

	
  Design	
  for	
  Deconstruction:	
  

Economic:	
  

−

−

Profits	
  due	
  to	
  on-‐sale	
  of	
  salvaged	
  

goods	
  and	
  reduced	
  landfill	
  costs	
  
−

Small	
  business	
  development	
  to	
  

Design	
  for	
  deconstruction	
  in	
  new	
  buildings	
  is	
  hardly	
  considered	
  (failure	
  of	
  

codes	
  to	
  address	
  the	
  reuse	
  of	
  building	
  materials	
  (Guy	
  and	
  Williams	
  2003))	
  
−

In	
  most	
  construction	
  segments	
  existing	
  buildings	
  are	
  not	
  designed	
  to	
  be	
  

deconstructed	
  

handle	
  salvaged	
  material	
  for	
  reuse	
  

−

Lack	
  of	
  education	
  on	
  design	
  for	
  deconstruction	
  

(NAHB	
  2010)	
  

−

Lack	
  of	
  understanding	
  benefits	
  and	
  opportunities	
  associated	
  with	
  

−

Promotion	
  and	
  increased	
  sales	
  of	
  

deconstruction	
  

“green	
  products”	
  to	
  be	
  accounted	
  for	
  

−

in	
  e.g.	
  LCA	
  

	
  Market	
  development:	
  

Social:	
  

−

High	
  cost	
  of	
  transport	
  and	
  storage	
  of	
  recycled	
  components	
  and	
  materials	
  

−

Uses	
  for	
  some	
  salvaged	
  materials	
  are	
  undeveloped	
  

(opportunity	
  for	
  unemployed	
  and	
  

−

Guaranteed	
  quality/	
  quantities	
  of	
  reused	
  materials	
  are	
  difficult	
  

unskilled	
  workers	
  (NAHB	
  2010))	
  

Economics:	
  

−

−

Creation	
  of	
  jobs	
  in	
  deconstruction	
  

Deconstruction	
  trains	
  workers	
  for	
  

the	
  construction	
  industry	
  
−

Cultural	
  values	
  preservation	
  and	
  

Lack	
  of	
  understanding	
  and	
  use	
  of	
  LCA	
  tools	
  or	
  concepts	
  

−

Low	
  cost	
  of	
  some	
  new	
  raw	
  materials	
  

−

Low	
  tipping	
  rates	
  (including	
  landfill)	
  in	
  some	
  countries	
  

−

Deconstruction	
  needs	
  a	
  more	
  skilled	
  workforce	
  than	
  demolition	
  (Hechler	
  and	
  

reflection	
  of	
  trend	
  to	
  sustainable	
  living	
  

Braun	
  2010)	
  

in	
  the	
  population	
  

−

−

Aesthetic	
  qualities	
  of	
  reused	
  

Benefits	
  of	
  deconstruction	
  are	
  long	
  term	
  and	
  collective	
  but	
  at	
  first	
  costs	
  

focus	
  is	
  dominant	
  

former	
  local	
  	
  materials	
  may	
  be	
  used	
  for	
  

−

Market	
  pressure	
  –	
  the	
  current	
  climate	
  of	
  “as	
  fast	
  as	
  possible”	
  

architectural	
  identification	
  or	
  the	
  aged	
  

−

Highly	
  speculative	
  nature	
  of	
  many	
  buildings,	
  whereby	
  there	
  is	
  no	
  long-‐term	
  

look	
  may	
  be	
  celebrated	
  (Guy	
  and	
  

ownership	
  and	
  adaption,	
  renovation	
  and	
  demolition	
  costs	
  are	
  not	
  borne	
  by	
  the	
  

Williams	
  2003)	
  

original	
  owner	
  

−

Deconstruction	
  could	
  provide	
  low	
  

cost	
  materials	
  to	
  low	
  income	
  
communities	
  
−

Increased	
  networking	
  stimulated	
  

as	
  deconstruction	
  opens	
  the	
  potential	
  
to	
  make	
  stronger	
  communities	
  through	
  
greater	
  communication	
  

Health:	
  
−

Off-‐gassing	
  characteristics	
  of	
  old	
  

materials	
  are	
  better	
  than	
  that	
  of	
  new	
  
materials	
  
−

Deconstruction	
  means	
  less	
  new	
  

waste	
  facilities	
  

Legal:	
  
−

Contributes	
  to	
  meeting	
  Local	
  

C	
  &	
  D	
  Industry:	
  
−

Hardly	
  regulated	
  industry	
  

−

Lack	
  of	
  communication	
  and	
  networking	
  in	
  the	
  C	
  &	
  D	
  industry	
  and	
  with	
  waste	
  

minimisation	
  organizations	
  
−

Demolition	
  is	
  usually	
  a	
  low	
  profit	
  margin	
  industry	
  

Legal:	
  
−

Confusion	
  may	
  be	
  present	
  on	
  what	
  Government	
  legislation	
  is,	
  relating	
  to	
  

environmental	
  responsibility	
  
−

C	
  &	
  D	
  waste	
  minimisation	
  may	
  not	
  be	
  a	
  priority	
  

Technological:	
  
−

Liability	
  in	
  certification	
  and	
  avocation	
  of	
  reused	
  components	
  or	
  materials	
  not	
  

clear	
  (lack	
  of	
  grading	
  system	
  for	
  reused	
  structural	
  elements)	
  
−

Lack	
  of	
  documentation	
  on	
  existing	
  buildings	
  to	
  plan	
  for	
  deconstruction	
  

−

Some	
  new	
  materials	
  are	
  subsidised,	
  creating	
  unfair	
  competition	
  with	
  reused	
  

materials	
  

Authorities	
  and	
  Central	
  Government	
  

−

obligations	
  for	
  waste	
  targets,	
  zero	
  

plastic	
  sealants	
  etc.	
  

waste,	
  Kyoto	
  targets	
  and	
  energy	
  

−

Seismic	
  areas	
  may	
  make	
  design	
  for	
  disassembly	
  more	
  difficult	
  

efficiency	
  targets	
  

−

New	
  construction	
  systems	
  make	
  recovery	
  more	
  difficult	
  and	
  less	
  financially	
  

Increase	
  in	
  use	
  of	
  non-‐reversible	
  technology,	
  systems,	
  chemical	
  bonds	
  and	
  

rewarding	
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The process of deconstruction for recycling is both time consuming and labour
intensive, labour costs are the most significant barrier to achieving cost effectiveness,
however job creation is a benefit (Green Leigh and Patterson 2006). Although the
waste definition description and the proportion of those employed against the amount
of waste differs, the trend found by the separate research sources supports the labour
intensity required to recycle waste, specifically; for every 150,000 tonnes of waste,
recycling creates nine jobs, where as the waste treatments of waste incineration
creates two, and landfilling one, and another research source finds that for every
10,000 tonnes of waste, for incineration one job is created, landfilling six and
recycling thirty six jobs (Kofoworola and Gheewala 2009).
2.1.3 Reasons against Destruction
Reasons against destruction include the five categories incorporating (Begum
et al. 2007; Lu and Yuan 2011; Seydel, Wilson and Skitmore 2002) research,
specifically: 1. reducing waste through government legislation, 2. reducing waste by
design, 3. developing an effective waste management assessment system, 4. use of
waste treatment technologies, and 5. improving practitioners’ attitudes toward waste
reduction, such as Resource Efficiency Action Plans (REAP). These categories form
the make up of the literature review and its preamble, specifically: point 1. in section
3.1, point 2. section 3.2, points 3. & 4. section 2.3, and point 5. section 3.3.
As shown in the later section Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, C & D accounts for up
to 40% of the total amount of waste generated in the UK and Australia, demolition
methods in less developed regions of the world can result in greater generation levels
(Saghafia and Teshnizia 2011). Though in many jurisdictions only a nominal amount
of C & D is recycled, there is evidence in Wales and the Australian Capital Territory
that up to up to 91% of C & D can achievably be diverted from disposal as waste
(Bleek 2012). The decision to demolish is insightful as it does not recognise the
usefulness of a structure or building component. A method of reducing waste as a byproduct of the demolition and construction process is to include structures and
building components after deconstruction as material for regeneration reuse.
2.2

REGENERATION REUSE PRINCIPLES
Regeneration reuse (Bleek 2012) makes a significant contribution to promoting

the 3R principles of reduce, reuse and recycle. As by extending the useful life of an
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existing building or structure sustainable benefits in relation to less use of materials,
transport, energy and pollution are achieved compared to new construction.
From the main principle of reuse defined from Figure 1.1 and closed loop
thinking defined in Figure 1.2; a philosophy of ‘regeneration reuse’ based on the
scenarios for material reclamation and regeneration reuse in the built environment is
represented in Figure 2.2, best defined as: ‘regeneration reuse’ means any building
structure or component that has been reconditioned for adaptive reuse and relocation
following deconstruction, which has not involved reprocessing or recycling. A
definition of each of the ‘regeneration reuse’ scenarios and their specific
environmental benefits follows.
!!

Natural
Resource

Reprocessing of material

Material Reclamation

Recycling of material

Domain of the Built Environment
Material

Manufacture

Component reuse

Construction

Use

Regeneration Reuse

Property
Asset

Relocation reuse

Adaptive reuse

Deconstruction

Waste

Figure 2.2. Scenarios for material reclamation and regeneration reuse in the built
environment (Bleek 2011)
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2.2.1 Adaptive Reuse
Where a property asset is no longer fit for purpose, ‘adaptive reuse’ is a
desirable outcome and the more effective, rather than undertaking relocation or
extracting building components during deconstruction and reconditioning when
bringing the asset back to use (Langston 2011). The principle of ‘adaptive reuse’ is to
leave the basic structure and fabric of the property asset intact and change its use,
which can include construction being in part, full, upgrade or addition (Gorgolewski
2006). The scenario of ‘adaptive reuse’ saves on resources, water, disposal, and
energy use during material reprocessing or recycling, as well as energy use during
building structure or component deconstruction and the related transportation
(Crowther 2000b). An example of an assessment tool to assist the decision making
process to when to undertake adaptive reuse of a building is Langston’s Adaptive
Reuse Potential (ARP) model (Langston et al. 2008).
The ARP score (Langston 2011) is a percentage applicable to various
construction types using facilities classifications to assess the potential of propensity
for a project to realise sustainable benefits. ARP scores aid property asset owners and
developers as a capital investment tool by determining the optimal intervention for
the adaptive reuse of a property asset for its function based on its useful life.
2.2.2 Relocation Reuse
Rather than the retrofit or refurbishment as with the ‘adaptive reuse’ of a
property asset, consider the process of ‘relocation reuse’ in the context of
‘regeneration reuse’ when a building structure is relocated in its entirety to a different
location (Gorgolewski 2006).
Knowledge of the lifespan of components in a building structure are crucial to
the understanding of their embodied carbon efficiency, typically embodied carbon is
calculated from levels of CO2 emissions generated from the formation of building
structures, their refurbishment and subsequent maintenance. More detailed analysis
could be used to calculate the optimum time that adaptive reuse (or ultimately
replacement) is desirable when seeking to estimate a building structures finite life
expectancy when taking into account embodied energy, the carbon cost of demolition
and replacement, and the relative lifespan of different elements within the building
structure (Sturgis and Roberts 2010).
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2.2.3 Building Component Reuse
Designing for deconstruction and the lessons of industrial ecology provide a
strategy in which the initial design of the building structure allows for ‘component
reuse’ to be maximised in achieving complete ‘regeneration reuse’ of a property
asset (Crowther 2000b). If a building structure were designed for deconstruction it
can be seen that a major portion of the embodied carbon of the property asset could
be recovered in the form of components that would be suitable for ‘regeneration
reuse’ and that avoided the need of ‘material reclamation’ (Crowther 1999b).
The ability to make property assets attractive to developers and investors as
viable regeneration reuse projects relies heavily on incentives created by legislation
that reduces building code (regulation), planning requirements and offers substantial
financial incentives through tax concessions. The advantages of regeneration reuse in
terms of the 3R principles outweigh the advantages of demolition and new build.
When considering the hierarchy of material reclamation and regeneration reuse
shown in Figure 2.3; a strategy of regeneration reuse scenarios of component,
adaptive and relocation reuse following deconstruction offers greater sustainable
benefits than the material reclamation scenarios of reprocessing or recycling.
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Figure 2.3. Hierarchy of material reclamation and regeneration reuse

The process of ‘regeneration reuse’ has recognisable environmental, social and
economical benefits including: lower greenhouse emissions, reduced waste
generation, retaining of historical buildings or structures, jobs creation due to labour
intensive deconstruction, and increased proportional capital expenditure on
refurbishment of existing property assets, opposed to new construction.
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2.3

WASTE TREATMENT PERSPECTIVE
Once the opportunity to fulfil the principles of regeneration reuse has been

exhausted; what options are then available to waste? Waste is defined and discussion
on LCA software applications to assist as decision support tools when selecting
appropriate waste treat technologies and strategies examined. Composting of waste
biodegrading to produce liquid leachate and landfill gas are reviewed, along with
waste thermal treatment technologies of pyrolysis and pyrolysis-gasification.
2.3.1 Definition of Waste
Evolution of legislation in the EU on solid waste dates from 1975 as
represented in Figure 2.4 and the latest Waste Framework Directive (91/689/EEC)
(WFD) defines waste in article 3 as “any substance or object which the holder
discards or intends or is required to discard” (Official Journal of the European Union
2008). In different jurisdictions waste classification can differ in respect to the
approach to treatment and its definition, for example C & D can be included in
industrial waste, Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) or as a separate category.

Figure 2.4. European Union Solid Waste Legislation Timeline (Inglezakis 2011)
Waste can be sorted by its origin (i.e. C & D), its composition (i.e. steel), the
level of harm it possesses to humans and the environment (i.e. non-hazardous), or by
the approach to managing and treating it (i.e. reprocessing). Waste management
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consultants have to interpret legislative definitions more cautiously as they become
more complicated in terms of their differences by country. In perspective of
European legislation, waste is liquid, sludge or solid, however Article 2 of the WFD
specifically excludes certain forms of these types of waste from its scope namely the
classifications of:
•

Gaseous effluents emitted into the atmosphere

•

Wastewater

•

Radioactive waste, and

•

Waste of solid nature: land (in situ) including unexcavated
contaminated soil, uncontaminated soil and other naturally occurring
material

excavated

in

the

course

of

construction

activities,

decommissioned explosives, faecal matter, animal by-products,
carcasses of animals, waste resulting from extractive industries.

Legislative requirements of the WFD include Article 28, which places an
obligation on EU member states to engage a competent authority to produce a waste
management plan, such examples are identified in section 3.1.3 Jurisdiction Waste
Strategies and Plans.
2.3.2 Waste Assessment Systems
A key objective for waste management systems is resource recovery, which
can be optimised by life cycle environment assessment tools of waste treatment
technologies. Such tools use inflow resource data (p/t) to estimate not only resource
recovery, but outflow data, emissions (gm/T) and electricity and energy generation
(kWh/tonne). (Zaman 2010) Further these tools can analyse waste treatment
technologies by different impact categories, such as:
• eutrophication

• human toxicity

• photochemical

• fresh water aquatic

oxidation
• non-renewable

ecotoxicity
• abiotic depletion

• marine aquatic
ecotoxicity
• global warming
potential

resource use
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• terrestrial
ecotoxicity
• abiotic depletion

• renewable energy

• acidification

use
• non-renewable
energy use

Such tools offer value by allowing comparisons to be made between different
waste management technologies, however the tools are decision support tools and
not tools for making decisions (Kirkeby et al. 2006). Examples of these software
applications include the GaBi and SimaPro packages, which offer a decision maker
to consider on balance through LCA the positive and negative attributes of waste
treatment technologies and strategies.

Figure 2.5. SimaPro Software Lifecycle Inventory Endpoint Assessment Flowchart
(SimaPro 2013)
The end point of such an LCA based on the Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) of a
specific waste treatment and strategy using the SimaPro is represented in Figure 2.5.
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A cradle to grave review of the output consequences of waste inputs is allocated to
the impact categories of resources, eco-systems and human health to give a single
score. Such decision support tools can give value to identify specific negative or
positive attributes of waste management treatments and strategies that can be tested
by adjusting components of the process when seeking more favourable outcomes.
2.3.3 Waste Treatment Technologies
Common waste management technologies such as landfill and pyrolysisgasification provide strategies to dispose and convert at varying effectiveness waste
to energy.
Landfill
Traditionally landfill sites do not have energy production facilities, however
sanitary landfill facilities incorporate energy recovery systems, as shown in Figure
2.6. Gases generated from landfill sites are produced at different phases, specifically:
initial adjustment, transition, acid, methane fermentation and maturation. Sanitary
landfill with energy generation is considered to have a lesser environmental impact
than pyrolysis-gasification and traditional landfill waste treatment technology.
Further traditional or sanitary landfill are commonly seen not to be the preferred
option due to socio-economic and environmental concerns. Concerns with sanitary
landfill facilities Figure 2.6, include environmental consequences of leachates
contaminating groundwater, odour from gas emissions, operation noise and dust and
visual impact.

Figure 2.6. Principle Technical Elements of a Landfill (Zaman 2010)
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Pyrolysis-gasification
The separate waste treatments of both pyrolysis and pyrolysis gasification
relates to the process either operating between 400-1000°C, and for the latter at
between 1000-1700°C with a controlled amount of oxygen. The pyrolysisgasification process is represented in represented in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7. Typical pyrolysis-gasification system of MSW treatment technologies
through LCA (Zaman 2010)
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Chapter 3: Literature Review
The structure of Chapter 3: Literature Review highlighted in Figure 3.1 begins
from the development of a material reclamation and regeneration reuse conceptual
framework to give a snap shot of C & D as an output. Section 3.1.1 gives an intrusive
statistical analysis demonstrating levels of C & D, which are available for
regeneration reuse as a proportion of total waste generation. Section 3.1.2 provides a
statistical comparison in recent levels of C & D recycling in Australian and UK
jurisdictions, including an examination of waste management legislation. From the
preluding sections current C & D practises are used to identify constraints and
incentives when seeking to divert waste in to the principles of regeneration reuse.
Section 3.2.1 gives an overview of the design process when considering regeneration
reuse, section 3.2.2 follows by integrating the link between waste management
practices and regeneration reuse. Section 3.2.3 compares architectural practises of
phases and work stages in both Australia and the UK respectively. The summary and
implications in section 3.3 completes the literature review, as shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Précis of the Literature Review
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3.1

WASTE MANAGEMENT LEGISLATION
Carbon taxation governance is becoming increasingly popular, further evolving

the PPP already well established in the built environment as a mechanism to
controlling and licensing waste generation. This section presents an analysis of
strategies in Australia and the United Kingdom, comparing jurisdiction targets
pertaining to C & D that encourage ‘regeneration reuse’. From examination of
applicable Australian and United Kingdom legislation, strategic, fiscal and policy
that influence on the 'regeneration reuse' of property assets, an evaluation to the
variety of issues relevant to waste and resource management practices is reached.
Most major contractors now have waste management policies and practices in
place. A major UK contractor, Wates Group reported in 2005 (Drechsler 2005) that
contractors, clients, designers and governance were considered as having the main
responsibility towards offering solutions when seeking to reduce waste in the
construction and demolition processes. This was aimed at specifically targeting
contractors to set a deadline by which to segregate 90% of construction waste and
raise the recycled content of projects to 25%, and that governance drive
environmental reform using tax incentives in the key areas of waste (Drechsler
2005). Governance has much greater influence on those wishing to 'regenerate reuse'
property assets, and a variety of legislative, strategic, fiscal and policies encourage
reduction of waste generation including the responsible disposal of waste. Australian
and UK jurisdictions have differently evolved waste and resource management
practices linked to similar waste strategies, landfill tax and carbon emission levies.
3.1.1 Construction and Demolition Waste
Of the 43.8 mega tonnes (mt) of waste generated in Australia in 2006 to 07,
29% came from municipal sources, 33% from the commercial and industrial sector,
and 38% from the construction and demolition sector, where municipal waste
includes domestic waste and council waste (Commonwealth Government 2010a). In
2008, the largest contributing sector in the UK was C & D at 101.0mt from a total
waste generation estimated at 288.6mt or 35%, as shown in Figure 3.2 where ‘other’
waste includes healthcare wastes, batteries & accumulators, and wastes containing
Polychlorinated Biphenyl (PCB).
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Figure 3.2. Total UK waste generation, by sector, 2004 to 2008 (British Government
2011b)

From the total C & D generation estimate, 62% was diverted and 26% was sent
to landfill (British Government 2011b). A comparison of the statutory requirements
set out in the waste strategies of various jurisdictions in Australia and the UK
follows, including achievements on set targets represented through C & D statistical
analysis of each. The importance to decrease C & D is clearly illustrated by the
dominant proportion of source waste generation as shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3. Solid Waste Generation by Source, Australia 2006-07 (Commonwealth
Government 2009)

The increasing demand on natural resources and the environmental impacts
associated with their extraction are strong reasons to seek better utilisation of
building components suitable for reuse after deconstruction. The drive by governance
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to act upon the increasing threat of climate change and to find methods of achieving
a reduction in CO2 emissions lends itself to future legislation supporting greater use
of building components suitable for reuse after deconstruction.
3.1.2 Jurisdiction Waste Strategies and Plans
Waste policies can be described as a methodology by which building industry
stakeholders acting in a structured manner assess C & D site activities to ensure that
they are carried out to the prescribed environmentally acceptable standard. Such
policies are typically concerned with the decision-making processes when dealing
with potential environmental impacts generated from C & D. Waste strategies in
addition to environmental impact assessment take in to consideration human health
risks of waste generation.
An outcome of the Waste Strategy for England 2007 was to make Site Waste
Management Plans (SWMP) a mandatory requirement for construction projects over
a certain value increasing reuse and recycling by the construction sector. Since April
2008 SWMP’s have been a mandatory requirement for all projects over £300,000
(AUS$462,000), and projects over £500,000 require the monitoring of waste
including the type and amount generated, as well as the waste management route.
Further The Strategy for Sustainable Construction 2008 sets a target to halve the
amount of C & D going to landfill by 2012 as a result of waste reduction, reuse and
recycling compared to 2008. Scotland’s Zero Waste Plan 2010 aim is to secure 70%
recycling of C & D by 2020. Scotland produces large quantities of waste, almost
20.0mt in 2008 from a range of sources, with household waste accounting for 2.9mt,
compared with 8.6mt from C & D, and 7.9mt from the rest of the commercial and
industrial sector. Waste Management in Wales 2007 (WMW) set targets that at least
75% of C & D should be reused or recycled by 2005, and at least 85% by 2010. In
1998 to 99, 76% of C & D was reused or recycled in Wales, with the remainder
landfilled. In 2003, 91% of C & D in Wales was reused or recycled, a figure that
attained the 2010 target of the WMW. Towards Resource Management The Northern
Ireland Waste Management Strategy 2006 to 2020 has set a target 75% of C & D to
be recycled or reused by 2020.
Australian states have a similar approach to UK jurisdiction strategies, the
Australian Commonwealth’s, A National Waste Policy: Managing Waste to 2020
targets to stabilise waste generation for the period 2003 to 08, and by 2014 increase
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the recovery of C & D from 65% to 76% when compared to 2000 levels. In
Queensland a C & D recycling target of 75% by 2020 is prescribed, although this is
ambitious considering 30% was achieved in 2007 and no detailed framework to
make up this 45% deficiency is clearly defined. Unrealistically, Draft II Waste
Strategy for Western Australia March 2010 sets a C & D recovery rate increased
from its achieved 17.5% in 2007, to 50% by 2016 and 70% by 2020.
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Figure 3.4. C & D recycled as a percentage of total C & D generated by Australian
states from 2006 to 2007 (Commonwealth Government 2010b)

In contrast to the low achieving C & D recycling Australian states of
Queensland and Western Australia represented in Figure 3.4, other states have a
greater realism to achieving their targets. Victoria’s Sustainability in Action Towards
Zero Waste Strategy sets a recovery rate of 80% of C & D for reuse and recycling by
2014, against a 2007 achieved 72% level following a 65% target by 2008 to 09. New
South Wales (NSW) achieved a C & D recycling level in 2007 of 67%. A target has
been set to increase recovery and reuse of materials from a C & D level 65% in 2000
to 76% by 2014 as stipulated in the NSW Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery
Strategy 2007. Australian Capital Territory (ACT) arrangements for recycling of C &
D appear to be effective having achieved 91% of recovery of C & D. The ACT
Sustainable Waste Strategy 2010 to 2025 does not seek to set further targets beyond
90% by 2014 other than to explore options for temporary C & D facilities within new
development areas. The Northern Territory and Tasmania generated 0.4% of all
Australian C & D in 2007, albeit no targets and records were obtainable for C & D
recycling.
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3.1.3 Landfill Levies, Policies and Procurement
The definition from the Landfill (England and Wales) Regulations 2002 of a
landfill is “a waste disposal site for the deposit of waste onto or into land”, including
“any site which is used for more than a year for the temporary storage of waste; and
any internal waste disposal site that is to serve a site where a producer of waste is
carrying out its own waste disposal at the place of production”. The UK standard
landfill tax rate from April 2011 to March 2012 was £56 (AUS$86.24) per tonne
(p/t), which will increase annually by £8 until 2014. The HM Revenue and Customs
has as increased the rate to £80 per tonne for disposals of waste made, or treated as
made, to landfill on or after 1 April 2014. (British Government 2013) In comparison
only half of Australian states have set landfill tax rates; Victoria, NSW, South
Australia and Western Australia rates are from AUS$25 to AUS$70.30p/t based on
2012 levy charges. NSW has the highest levy and through the Protection of the
Environment Operations (Waste) Regulation 2005 sets out a landfill tax increase rate
of AUS$10 (£15.40p/t) a year until 2016.
The Towards Resource Management The Northern Ireland Waste Management
Strategy 2006 to 2020 introduced a minimum requirement that 10% of the materials
value of public sector construction projects should derive from recycled or reused
content. Queensland Government, Department of Public Works has a similar policy
including criteria to monitor generated C & D in the public sector.
In England, Planning Policy Statements (PPS) seek to provide guidance to be
reflected by local and regional bodies in setting responsible approaches to future
waste management, PPS 10: Planning for Sustainable Waste Management 2011
includes the broad development strategy to recycling C & D. In England the
Regional Planning Guidance for the South East 2001 encourages sustainable design
to include use of waste prevention and minimisation, techniques for reducing the
amount of C & D disposed in landfill, and highlights the potential for recycling and
reusing C & D.
After the Commonwealth of Australia’s Natural Heritage Trust of Australia
Act 1997 stipulating developing or promoting waste minimisation, policies are only
just emerging in some Australian States. An example is Queensland’s Waste
Reduction and Recycling Strategy 2010 to 2020 that introduces a waste disposal levy
to change behaviour, and targets to strengthen requirements for implementing state
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and local government strategic waste plans, establishes requirements for resource
recovery from waste streams prior to disposal, and sets mandatory reporting
requirements for the waste and resource recovery sector.
3.2

DESIGN PROCESS CONSIDERATIONS

3.2.1 Design Process
By consciously including the principles of reduce, reuse and recycle in to the
design process, a project can optimise the hierarchy of material reclamation and
regeneration reuse in the built environment. Waste minimisation is inherently linked
to design when seeking to identify and manage the potential to incorporate the
regeneration reuse scenarios of adaptive, relocation and component reuse into the
project delivery process. It is the responsibility of the supply chain, property
professionals and effective on-site waste management in contributing to this
philosophy so that its potential can be maximised.
The section describes the nexus between waste minimisation practices,
regeneration reuse and design processes in the delivery of a project, and how the
effectiveness is linked to the recovery of embodied carbon throughout the lifecycle
of a property asset. This section presents an investigation of the design process,
specific to the Royal Institute of British Architects plan of work stages, and the link
between the Australian Institute of Architects five typical phases of a project and its
sustainable design strategies towards achieving regeneration reuse. Australian and
UK jurisdiction standards, assessment tools, legislation, policies, procurement,
specification clauses, building codes and regulation influencing regeneration reuse
and waste management principles are analysed.
This evaluation of waste management cultures both in Australia and the UK
demonstrates how a systematic evaluation framework for selecting building
components and structures suitable for regeneration reuse after deconstruction is
achievable through legislation.
A strategy to place a shared responsibility for optimising waste management
upon designers, and all property professionals involved in the supply chain needs to
be implemented. This sharing of responsibility is necessary since each stakeholder is
normally from a different organisation and maximal benefits will only accrue if the
“supply chain” is integrated. Such responsibility encourages project design processes
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that maximise opportunities to encourage the 3Rs, whilst seeking to minimise any
negative impacts upon a property assets functionality and sustainability at every
stage of its life cycle. Such an approach allows the major cost of the regeneration
reuse scenarios to be incorporated into the total project budget at the front end, and
places primary responsibility for design process decisions throughout the project on
the client (Hucal 2009).

Definition of the problem

•Needs
•Constraints
•Objectives

Invention of alternatives

•Overall system
•Structural system
•Other systems

Preliminary design

•Structural design
•Loads •Analysis
•Proportioning
•Other design

•Effectiveness
Preliminary evaluation

•Safety and serviceability
•Economy
•Harmony

Assessment of suitability for Regeneration Reuse after deconstruction
Modification of design to accommodate Regeneration Reuse scenario(s)

Final design

•Structural design
•Other design

Final evaluation

Documentation

•Drawings
•Specification
•Certification Approvals

Execution

•Tendering
•Construction and supervision
•Commissioning

Use

Figure 3.5. Design Process Incorporating Regeneration Reuse
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3.2.2 Waste Management and Regeneration Reuse
Waste Management and Regeneration Reuse Nexus
“Buildings built today may last ten, fifty or hundred years and their end of life
will occur at a time where resources are becoming increasingly scarce and/ or
expensive and land for landfill sites is virtually non-existent. A more resource and
waste conscious approach to design and construction is therefore already overdue.”
(Sassi 2008) [Although there is less landfill scarcity in Australia than the UK]
As the UK and Australian governments set targets to increase the rate of
construction to meet property asset demand, there is a pressing need to reduce waste
at all stages of a construction project by considering the long term impacts of design
and C & D decisions. Instances of architects’ lack of engagement when designing out
waste may be due to two reasons, a lack of understanding of what creates design
waste and the assumption that waste minimisation is the contractor’s responsibility.
Although architects agree that waste is a significant concern in construction, they
have the view that waste minimisation is often a low priority in the strategic planning
and design activities of projects. Further Osmani (Osmani, Glass and Price 2007)
finds that architects are willing to work with consultants and contractors to design
out waste if incentivised by clients, particularly if they gain an enhanced fee for
waste minimisation feasibility, which would include material reclamation and
regeneration reuse studies. Interestingly minimising waste is considered an ad hoc
activity, not part of the core activities of the building design process. Osmani
identifies that many architects believe there are a number of barriers to designing out
waste, which would relate to the regeneration reuse scenarios of relocation,
component and adaptive reuse, namely:- (i) perception and definition of waste, (ii)
unknown root causes of design waste, (iii) clients’ requirements, (iv) poorly defined
responsibilities, and (v) inadequate training.
Legislation and financial rewards were seen as the major incentives that could
have a significant impact on design waste reduction practices. This would suggest
that increased fiscal measures, such as the introduction of waste management
performance rewards rather than fines or penalties would have a greater effect on
waste minimisation practices than voluntary approaches (Osmani, Glass and Price
2007).
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By incorporating regeneration reuse in to the waste management cycle the
scenarios of relocation, building component and adaptive reuse leads to further
improvements in minimising waste through 3R principles.
Waste Management and Regeneration Reuse Assessment
When opting to incorporate regeneration reuse scenarios in to the design
process consideration needs to be made to the increase in risk, as detailed assessment
by competent persons is required. Additionally the inclusion of the regeneration
reuse scenarios will protract the design process due to accommodating the input from
other design disciplines, and is more likely to lead to delays during the construction
phase (Gorgolewski 2008).
The Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA) has
attempted to address waste management concerns in the UK by organising research
that concentrates on the use of advanced technologies when dealing with
construction waste on site (CIRIA 1993). Waste source evaluation systems have been
created to categorise and classify sources of building waste on construction project
sites. The key finding from the research was that solid waste in residential
construction is primarily of scraps resulting from cutting dimensional stock materials
to size. McGrath (McMrath 2001) developed a waste minimisation system named
Site Methodology to Audit and Target Waste (SMARTWaste) that classifies and
appraises waste arising on a construction site. The SMARTWaste system is used to
improve 3R principles by recovering materials from waste generated on site. Shen
(Shen et al. 2004) applied a mapping approach to management of waste on
construction sites. The mapping approach is named Waste Management Mapping
Model, which integrates good practices in existing waste management systems and
tools, providing an alternative tool for aiding in the planning, controlling and
managing of waste on site.
Begum (Begum et al. 2007) developed a tool called Waste Minimisation
Factors (WMF), which identifies major influential factors of waste generation on
sites. The WMF system examines two aspects of waste management, namely
reduction and recycling. Source reduction places emphasis on products, materials
input, good practice of operation, and technologies. Recycling focuses on use/ reuse
and reclamation. The qualitative research activities data collected and then input to
WMF establishes key areas of waste reduction in the project process. Examples of
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waste management to reduce C & D include: (i) the use of repairable, durable and
refillable materials, (ii) recycling materials for resource recovery or as a by-product,
and (iii) reusing materials. Other systems include the waste management planning
system (McDonald and Smithers 1998), the ready mixed concrete waste management
system (Sealey, Phillips and Hill 2001), and the integrated waste management system
(Bossink and Brouwers 1996), which examines different reasoning, factors that are
directly linked to waste generation and reduction processes. Such systems and tools
would assist in the identification of waste materials and their suitability for material
reclamation and regeneration reuse.
3.2.3 Design Work Stages of the RIBA and AIA
Royal Institute of British Architects Design Strategies
According to RIBA’s (RIBA 2010) response to the Homes and Communities
Agency (HCA), the RIBA is committed to assist the government in delivering
sustainability standards within the UK. It is believed that the HCA’s proposal which
focuses on improving spatial and functionality standards goes hand-in hand with
increasing the government’s commitment to sustainable housing, which will help
architects to make decisions on selecting suitable 3R materials for sustainable homes
in the UK. In 2010 the RIBA published its environment policy that intends to be used
as a checklist, and promote the Environment Design Guide (EDG) as a reference
document for architects during the creation and use of a building. This RIBA policy
and guidance encourages architects to follow inter-related terms of environmental
sustainability at all stages of a buildings life (AIA 2001), specifically:•

to protect and restore ecological diversity, health and functionality

•

to optimise use, the reuse of materials especially those from nonrenewable resources

•

to minimise pollution of soil, air and water

•

to improve the health, safety and comfort of a buildings use

In particular, the report (AIA 2001) highlights that material selection has to
consider LCA to ensure the least sustainable damaging material and appropriate
design solution is selected. The recommended design process includes seven aspects;
Table 3.1 shows the key aspects and strategy used during a materials selection.
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Table 3.1.
Materials selection and strategy (AIA 2001)
Aspect	
  

	
  Strategy	
  

1	
  Pre-‐design	
  

Select	
  ‘renewable’	
  resources	
  in	
  preference	
  to	
  finite	
  resources	
  

2	
  Siting	
  and	
  planning	
  issues	
  

Minimise	
  the	
  use	
  of	
  new	
  materials	
  in	
  buildings	
  and	
  construction	
  processes	
  	
  

3	
  Concept	
  design	
  

	
  

Design	
  for	
  appropriate	
  levels	
  of	
  durability	
  and	
  reconfigurability	
  

4	
  Resources	
  -‐	
  Material	
  
selection	
  

Select	
  materials	
  with	
  appropriate	
  properties	
  for	
  the	
  application	
  

5	
  Resources	
  -‐	
  Energy	
  

Evaluate	
  and	
  select	
  materials	
  and	
  products	
  with	
  lower	
  embodied	
  energy	
  

6	
  Resources	
  -‐	
  Water	
  and	
  
other	
  

Select	
  materials	
  and	
  products	
  with	
  low	
  toxicity	
  and	
  off	
  gassing;	
  consider	
  pollution	
  
caused	
  during	
  extraction	
  of	
  raw	
  materials,	
  production,	
  transport,	
  installation,	
  in-‐situ	
  
and	
  removal	
  

7	
  Construction	
  management	
  

Design	
  for	
  minimal	
  energy	
  use	
  during	
  construction	
  

(Level 2012) points out that the choice of materials for a building project needs
to consider aesthetic appeal, initial and on going maintenance cost, life cycle
assessment (such as materials performance, availability, impact on the environment,
the ability to reuse, recycle, and dispose the material at the end of its useful life. The
study indicated that materials have to be used sustainably, as at present wastefulness
use levels are dwindling natural resources, which is directly harming the
fundamentals of sustainability: environment, economy and society. To remedy this
situation the criteria when selecting materials should consider:•

materials from a renewable or replacement source

•

recycled materials

•

materials that are from a plentiful replenishing natural resource

•

a life cycle assessment that includes: (i) the natural resource extraction to
material manufacture process, (ii) the materials sourcing, (iii) the
construction and installation of the material, (iv) the materials structural
and energy performance, and (v) the materials 3R characteristics and its
impact of disposal to sustainability as waste.

Research has emphasised the importance of material selection and the
consideration needed when using recyclable and reusable materials for inclusion in
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sustainable homes and construction projects. Waste management systems and tools
assist the design and construction team to identify appropriate 3R materials for use in
construction projects and sustainable home developments.
Australian Institute of Architects Design Strategies
The Australian Institute of Architects (AIA), formerly the Royal Australian
Institute of Architects (RAIA), is the peak professional body for architects in
Australia. The AIA is not a government body or department, and is not responsible
for the registration of architects. The AIA does however represent the profession
through the promotion of architecture to the public and by lobbying with the three
levels of government in Australia. The AIA is also responsible for the production of
many policies and guidelines for practicing architects through various publishing
activities such as Practice Notes and the EDG. In contrast, the various state Boards of
Architects (which are government bodies) are responsible for the registration of
architects (for the protection of the public), but do not produce policies or guidelines,
nor do they play an active role in lobbying governments for change in the practice of
architecture or design.
Therefore it is the publications produced by the AIA that offer the best
understanding of the practice of architecture in Australia, and how that practice is
dealing with the development of environmentally responsible design principles. The
two most significant documents are the ‘AIA Sustainability Policy 2008’ (AIA 2008)
and the ‘RAIA Environment Policy’ (AIA 2001).
The Australian Context
Although the AIA is not a government body it must operate in a complex
environment with three tiers of governance. Australia has three hierarchical levels of
government: the Commonwealth Government that represents the whole country, the
State and Territory Governments, and the local Governments and Councils. All three
levels of government have various responsibilities in the areas of the built
environment (architecture, planning and urban design), waste minimisation,
recycling, and C & D.
Australia is a signatory to the United Nations Agenda 21, and since 1992
following the Earth Summit has been committed to the National Strategy for
Ecologically Sustainable Development. The Commonwealth Environment Protection
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Agency is responsible for many issues regarding waste management and pollution
but does not directly address issues of C & D. The Commonwealth Government is
also responsible for the Building Code of Australia (BCA). The BCA is not in itself
legislation, but is called up by individual state legislation. The BCA is one of the
primary sources of building regulations that affect the design of buildings. The BCA
however has no reference, recommendations or restrictions on the use of reused,
recycled or second-hand materials, nor does it address the issues of deconstruction.
The individual State and Territory Governments (eight in total) each have their
own environmental protection acts and their own building and construction
regulatory frameworks. While such legislation and policy is generally in the form of
controls and prohibitions on building development approvals and waste disposal
networks, some are in the form of market development, such as the ACT
Government’s Canberra Resource Exchange Network, an Internet exchange base for
reusable materials and items.
As well as various Government policies and legislation, there are numerous
other common practices that impact the 3R of materials in the construction industry
in Australia. The use of 3R materials in new construction is often controlled by a
variety of documents that are used both before and during the construction process.
These include contracts, specifications, tender applications, BCA, and building
approval applications. These various design process documents can have a major
bearing on the decision to selecting 3R materials. In Australia there are many so
called ‘standard’ forms of these documents that may be used and adapted for
individual projects. Unfortunately the standard forms of most of these documents, in
their current form, actually work to discourage the creative deconstruction of a
building structure for relocation reuse and building component reuse, two of the three
scenarios of regeneration reuse and the 3R principles.
Australia has a number of widely used standard forms of building contract.
These contracts are written and recommended by organisations such as the AIA, as
well as the Australian Standards Association, the Master Builders Association, the
Commonwealth and State/ Territory Governments, i.e. Queensland Building Services
Authority (QBSA). While none of the commonly used standard contracts specifically
cover deconstruction or the use of 3R materials, many of them do prohibit the use of
reused materials through default clauses that state that materials should be ‘new’
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unless otherwise specified. Such a requirement for an individual specification can be
onerous. Similarly, ‘standard’ specification documents, such as Natspec, and
‘standard’ tender guidelines work to discourage the use of 3R materials. Problems
that were identified in this area a decade ago (Crowther 2000a) have changed little in
the intervening period.
Sustainable Design Strategies for Architects
The ‘RAIA Environment Policy’ (AIA 2001) and its supplementary document
Sustainable design strategies for architects is based on eight aspects of a building
project: pre-design, siting and planning issues, concept design, resources - material
selection, resources - energy, resources - water, construction management, and
building operation and facilities management. These can be broken down into five
relevant stages of a project: pre-design, siting and planning, design, construction, and
operation. The intersection of these guiding aspects or stages of a project with other
models of the stages of a sustainable construction project is of interest; in particular
the ways in which this document impacts on good practice waste management,
material reclamation and regeneration reuse.

Figure 3.6. A conceptual mode for sustainable construction (Kibert 1994)
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Kibert (Kibert 1994) offers a useful and robust three-dimensional conceptual
model shown in Figure 3.6 for sustainable construction that identifies six stages in
the construction process: development, planning, design, construction, operation, and
deconstruction. The AIA policy’s five stages align well with this model, with the
notable exclusion of deconstruction at the end of the sequence. Kibert’s model is
intended to facilitate the identification of strategies for sustainable construction at all
stages of the project, with all resource categories (energy, water, materials, land),
using all principles of Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) (conserve,
reuse, recycle, protect, non-toxics, quality).
A more detailed evaluation of the AIA policy identifies the following specific
activities that relate to material or component recovery and reuse:- (AIA 2001)
•

Pre design: nil

•

Siting and planning: 2.2 maximising recycling of existing building stock

•

(Concept) Design: 4.2 minimise the use of new materials in buildings and
construction processes. 4.3 design for appropriate levels of durability and
reconfigurability

•

Construction: nil

•

Operation: nil

While there are other more general activities that would cover reuse, such as in
7.1 of the AIA policy that seeks to ensure all ESD requirements are clearly set out in
specification and contract documents, these do not specifically address the scenarios
of material reclamation and regeneration reuse.
We can see then that the conscious inclusion of the 3R principles in the AIA
policy is minimal, and perhaps overly simplistic to offer significant guidance during
the project phases. When taken within the legislative context of the construction
industry, the AIA policy suggestions offer limited assistance in achieving improved
levels of material reclamation and regeneration reuse. Indeed the total exclusion of
deconstruction as a stage in the AIA policy severely limits the conception of
materials recovery.
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Alternatively, using Kibert’s (Kibert 1994) model of the design process
suggests that conscious inclusion of the 3R principles should occur at all stages of
the project.
3.3

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

3.3.1 Waste Management Evaluation and Implications
Australian and the UK jurisdictions have similar policies for construction
fabric energy performance and efficiency applied through building regulations and
codes, including specific legislation for achieving and monitoring operating levels of
CO2 emissions attributed to climate change.
UK Building Regulation Approved Document (AD) L1a and L2a Conservation
of Fuel and Power seeks to achieve the set Target Carbon Dioxide Emission Rate
(TER) where the Building CO2 Emission Rate (BER) is expressed as
kgCO2/m2.year. The requirements are specific to the design of the building fabric
and apply design limits to the services, making special consideration to various types
of use and construction. In addition to the necessity to design in accordance with
solar gain, air permeability and pressure criterion; demonstrating modelling and
evidence of compliance then upon completion stringent commissioning and log book
of operation are required. AD L1b and L2b seeks to categorise building work and use
to determine energy use, then prescribes controlled fittings and services, and the
related commissioning requirements. Further building performance criteria
associated with the thermal performance in terms of provision, renovation and
retaining of thermal elements is stipulated. Building Codes of Australia Part J Energy
Efficiency seeks to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by using gas intensity source, or
an on-site renewable energy source, or another process as reclaimed energy.
“It is not always the case that recycled or reclaimed product is the best use of
resources. Some products contain high embodied energy as a result of
remanufacturing processes or transport.” (RICS 2009) To accelerate and maintain
reduced C & D levels, in addition to waste reduction targets, landfill levies,
procurement wastage and recycling clauses, (Tolson 2010) a meaningful
understanding of waste and a classification of its impact based on current European
legislation needs to be evolved (Adams 2010). Similarly to achievements in CO2
emission reductions, waste strategies should be linked to policies concerning the
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recovery of embodied carbon throughout the lifecycle of a property asset. The
significance of embodied carbon in building components and structures of property
assets must be strongly considered in the same context, as the PPP when practicing
the scenarios for material reclamation and regeneration reuse in the built
environment.

Table 3.2.
Problems and recommended measures for controlling construction waste by previous
researchers (Tam 2009)
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Both jurisdictions set targets to increase the level of recycling C & D, but not
specific policies for regeneration reuse. In England alone the waste sector, including
both municipal waste and commercial and industrial waste requires up to an
estimated £15bn of investment to divert waste from landfill, improve sustainable
waste management and generate more energy from waste (British Government
2011a). Changes in policy and investment have been rewarded, in the Australian
state of Victoria by 2007 the proportion of C & D recovered against a 2002 to 03 rate
of 57% had increased by 15% in the 4 years, towards a target of 80% by 2014
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(Victorian Government 2010). This scenario is comparable to the Australian state of
Queensland that has a 45% deficiency towards achieving its set 2020 C & D
recycling target. Robust waste management is critical to achieving this target, as
when measures (reduce, reuse, recycle, recover, treat and dispose) are executed
effectively they contribute to reductions in environmental liabilities and demand on
natural resources including fossil fuels and water (Coelho, Lange and Coelho 2012).
Problems and measures specific to controlling construction generated waste are
outlined in Table 3.2.
For both new and existing property assets it is crucial to implement policy
through codes and planning to not only encourage the philosophy of regeneration
reuse, but to influence it through regulation and prescribed targets. Such a
philosophy leads to a systematic evaluation framework to selecting building
components and structures suitable for regeneration reuse after deconstruction. This
philosophy could be based on the Australian, Building Products Innovation Council
life cycle inventory data, and the UK, Building Research Establishments life cycle
analyses environmental profiling technique and SMARTWaste monitoring tool. Such
an approach must account for site specific conditions, jurisdiction construction
cultures, and seek to address the barriers of regeneration reuse that relate to increased
transport costs, storage facilities and strict material specifications of different
property asset building components or structures.
3.3.2 Design Process Evaluation and Implications
Inclusions of regeneration reuse scenarios in the design delivery of a
construction project are complex to incorporate in the pre contract stage due to
supply constraints. Based on the issues of the majority of building components, and
structures that are suitable for regeneration reuse not being readily available to meet
specification requirements immediately, the stage to best incorporate the decision
process is between the preliminary evaluation and final design stages.
Identification of the scenarios of regeneration reuse linked to the RIBA and
AIA phases and stages of the design process leads to the conclusion that to ensure
regeneration reuse principles are maximised clients need to deliver component,
relocation and adaptive reuse, where briefs must outline:- (a) contractual obligations,
(b) design performance briefs, (c) procurement terms and conditions, (d) standards to
onsite management and planning, (e) policies on material transportation including
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storage, (f) guidance to material handling and management during on site operations,
(g) minimisation of residual materials, and (h) processes to extract energy from
waste. Further governance in the form of legislation is needed to both regulate and
provide incentives towards achieving points (a) to (h). Ultimately not only is it
essential to have a legislative framework assessment tool, but a need to give ease of
access for consumers wanting to maximise the principles of regeneration reuse; so as
to improve material recovery and reduce C & D, guidance such as Waste and
Resources Action Programme (WRAP) Reclaimed building products guide, and
REAP need to be promoted by legislation through regulation (WRAP 2008).
Twenty years on from the inaugural Earth Summit, Rio+20 The Future We
Want in June 2012 includes seventeen Sustainable Development Goals. Within the
first, Sustainable Consumption and Production is the aspirational sub-goal:
“By 2020, governments should promote production processes that reflect the
best available technologies for eco-efficiency, recycling, remanufacturing, reuse of
waste materials, product durability and longevity (and that) wasteful practices such
as planned obsolescence are identified and eliminated.” (UNCSD 2012)
3.3.3 Regeneration Reuse Implications
When evaluating waste management and the design process, including the
RIBA plan of work stages Table 3.3, against the conceptual framework of scenarios
for material reclamation and regeneration reuse in the built environment shown in
Figure 3.7; the waste management cycle is best utilised through the material
reclamation principles of recycling and reprocessing of material, material that is
determined as being usable outside of this cycle then becomes a ‘product’ available
for regeneration reuse, at the point identified with a blue arrow in Figure 3.7.
The design management then becomes responsible for the waste management
of the ‘product’, which is aligned with decisions made during the design process and
plan of work stages that are sequenced concurrently with construction, property asset
and use stages of Figure 3.7. As identified previously in the literature review the
practical position for incorporating the principles of regeneration reuse into the
design process is at the completion of the designs preliminary evaluation, as
highlighted with a black arrow in Figure 3.7 it is not coincidental that this point
coincides with the property asset stage of Figure 3.7, as this is considered to be the
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optimal point to make an assessment of suitability for regeneration reuse when
considering deconstruction of a building or structure property asset.

!

Natural
Resource

Reprocessing of material

Material Reclamation

Recycling of material
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Project Planning;
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(Site Operations)
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Completion
(Site Operations)
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(Site Operations)
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Use

M
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Figure 3.7. Scenarios for material reclamation and regeneration reuse in the built
environment including the overall design process, the RIBA work stages and waste
management cycle

(Osmani, Glass and Price 2007) through research architects practicing in the
top 100 UK firms find that rarely are strategies adopted during the design process to
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apply waste reduction at stage A – Appraisal. Further findings highlight that
architects consider stages F – Production Information, E – Final Proposal and D –
Detail Design to have the greatest potential of generating waste in the design process.
More critical to the principles of regeneration reuse is that none of the responding
architects undertook feasibility studies to determine waste estimation, and only 2%
designed for deconstruction and/ or had waste management meetings.

Further

responding architects concurred that holding environmental accreditation did not
encourage the inclusion of waste minimisation strategies in the design process.
Construction waste is a ‘product’ generated throughout the project from
inception to completion of the RIBA plan of work stages, however preventive
measures can be adopted during the design stages A to F as shown in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3.
RIBA Plan of Work Stages and Generation of Construction Waste Design Control
RIBA	
  Plan	
  of	
  Work	
  
Stages	
  
A	
  	
  	
  	
  
Appraisal	
  (Briefing)	
  
B	
  
	
  
Preparing	
  Strategic	
  
Brief	
  	
  
C	
  	
  
Outline	
  proposals	
  
D	
  	
  	
  	
  
Scheme	
  Design	
  &	
  
Planning;	
  Detailed	
  
Proposals	
  
E	
  	
  
Detail	
  Design;	
  Final	
  
proposals	
  
F	
  	
  
Production	
  
information	
  	
  
G	
  	
  	
  	
  
Tender	
  documents;	
  
Bills	
  of	
  Quantities	
  
H	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Tender	
  action	
  
J	
  	
  
Project	
  Planning;	
  
Mobilisation	
  
(Site	
  Operations)	
  
K	
  	
  
Operations	
  on	
  Site;	
  
Construction	
  to	
  
Practical	
  Completion	
  
(Site	
  Operations)	
  
L	
  	
  
Completion	
  
(Site	
  Operations)	
  
M	
  	
  	
  
Feedback	
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Description	
  of	
  Stage/	
  Generation	
  of	
  Construction	
  Waste	
  Control	
  Examples	
  
-‐Client	
  requirements	
  including	
  procurement	
  route	
  and	
  constraints/	
  Waste	
  minimisation	
  analysis	
  
and	
  waste	
  reduction	
  cost	
  benefit	
  studies.	
  
-‐Strategic	
  brief	
  confirming	
  key	
  requirements	
  and	
  constraints	
  of	
  project	
  and	
  delivery	
  procedures,	
  
consultants	
  organisational	
  structure/	
  Waste	
  review	
  scheduling	
  throughout	
  project,	
  identification	
  
of	
  waste	
  reduction	
  strategies,	
  potential	
  building	
  component	
  reuse.	
  	
  
-‐Development	
  of	
  full	
  project	
  briefing,	
  outline	
  proposal,	
  cost	
  estimate	
  and	
  procurement/	
  Evaluate	
  
and	
  determine	
  waste	
  minimisation	
  strategy	
  by	
  assessment	
  of	
  design	
  options.	
  	
  
-‐Finalise	
  project	
  brief	
  and	
  develop	
  detail	
  proposal	
  with	
  view	
  of	
  fully	
  development	
  control	
  
approval/	
  Design	
  for	
  deconstruction	
  and	
  instigate	
  waste	
  minimisation	
  review	
  to	
  reduce	
  
unnecessary	
  material	
  waste,	
  maximise	
  building	
  component	
  reuse,	
  appropriate	
  alternative	
  
material	
  specification	
  and	
  design	
  performance	
  requirements	
  of	
  materials	
  or	
  components.	
  
-‐Prepare	
  for	
  issue	
  final	
  proposal	
  in	
  readiness	
  for	
  project	
  building	
  components	
  and	
  elements/	
  
Undertake	
  waste	
  reduction	
  measures	
  and	
  communicate	
  waste	
  minimisation	
  strategies	
  to	
  
consultants	
  with	
  a	
  client	
  decree	
  for	
  no	
  further	
  design	
  changes	
  beyond	
  completion	
  of	
  stage	
  D	
  
-‐In	
  readiness	
  for	
  tender	
  preparation	
  of	
  production	
  information	
  and	
  application	
  for	
  statutory	
  
approvals/	
  Review	
  final	
  production	
  information	
  drawings,	
  schedules,	
  specification,	
  manufactures	
  
guidelines	
  and	
  assess	
  life	
  cycle	
  assessment	
  against	
  preluding	
  waste	
  minimisation	
  strategy	
  	
  
-‐Finalise	
  and	
  prepare	
  for	
  issue	
  project	
  tender	
  documentation.	
  
-‐Determine	
  tender	
  strategy	
  either	
  open	
  or	
  select,	
  assess	
  tender	
  returns	
  and	
  make	
  
recommendation	
  through	
  analysis	
  and	
  in	
  accordance	
  with	
  client	
  requirements.	
  
-‐	
  Engagement	
  of	
  successful	
  tender	
  outcome	
  following	
  recommendations	
  to	
  client	
  upon	
  approval	
  
and	
  in	
  accordance	
  with	
  contractual	
  documentation	
  transfer	
  possession	
  of	
  works	
  site	
  
-‐Contract	
  administration	
  of	
  works	
  from	
  possession,	
  commencement	
  to	
  practical/	
  substantial	
  
completion	
  in	
  accordance	
  with	
  contract	
  of	
  engagement	
  requirements.	
  

-‐Contract	
  administration	
  of	
  final	
  account	
  to	
  practical	
  completion	
  and	
  hand-‐over	
  schedule	
  to	
  final	
  
inspection.	
  Facilitate	
  commissioning	
  and	
  distribution	
  of	
  operation	
  and	
  maintenance	
  manuals.	
  	
  
-‐Post	
  occupancy	
  evaluation	
  and	
  works	
  key	
  performance	
  indicator	
  review	
  identifying	
  delivery	
  and	
  
Quality	
  Assurance	
  improvement/	
  assess	
  waste	
  minimisation	
  outcomes	
  and	
  QA	
  improvements	
  
for	
  future	
  waste	
  reduction	
  strategies,	
  lesson	
  learnt	
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Chapter 4: Research Structure
The outline of the sections of the research structure and the research activities
is presented in Figure 4.1. Research Structure and Activities.
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Figure 4.1. Research Structure and Activities

This chapter of the thesis outlines the design and methodology of the research.
The basis for the choice of research method has been selected to support the
philosophy of regeneration reuse through the platform of knowledge provided in
Chapter 3: Literature Review.
This chapter begins in section 4.1 by defining the research structure overview,
detailing in section 4.2 the contributors to the research, its parameters in terms of the
type and selection of case studies, and its connection to the principles of regeneration
reuse and the literature review. Section 4.3 outlines the techniques used in collating
the research activities findings, specifically in providing the Queenslander historical
context and whilst investigating the case studies. The study was not time frame
sensitive and clarification on how research activities progressed is drawn upon in
section 4.4. The analysis in section 4.5 details the depth of the research activities and
provides cross-reference examples between the case studies findings and literature
review. Section 4.6 concludes the chapter by discussing the ethical considerations of
the research and how risk was managed during the study.
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4.1

RESEARCH STRUCTURE OVERVIEW
The research is used to provide practical examples of regeneration reuse

principles applied to property assets that have been completed, are proposed or are in
the process of being completed as construction projects. This objective has been
achieved through examination of case studies that meet the selection criteria of
including principles of regeneration reuse, and where support was available through
consultation with stakeholders associated with assisting with the research activity.
The research data is sourced strictly through qualitative research activities
collected from observations and discussions revolved around each case study. The
foundation of the research supported findings of constraints and opportunities
detailed in Chapter 6: Research Activities Analysis, is sourced through examination
of the principles of regeneration reuse contained in case studies.
4.2

METHOD
The intent of the study is to support the philosophy of regeneration reuse based

on the literature review and qualitative research activities, which has been collected
from research and case studies. From an Australian and UK prospective waste
management practices and design processes are defined and the influence of
legislation, when considering C & D and regeneration reuse principles are assessed
and compared by jurisdiction.
The case studies and research activities were pursued through a variety of
sources including project builders, relocation specialist contractors, owner builders,
housing associations and developers. The selection criteria for the case studies were
consistent with point 3 of section 1.5 Research Activities/ Processes, specifically
Queenslander domestic dwellings from the construction eras 1880-1900, 1900-1920
& 1920-1940. Based on the nature of the study it was necessary to obtain case
studies where the scenarios of adaptive, relocation and building component reuse
could be examined. Case studies required being in the process of construction,
demolition and operation, although not exclusively of each other or completed in the
knowledge that principles of regeneration reuse were evident. Access to
documentation and consultation with stakeholders associated with the delivery of
projects incorporating the principles of regeneration reuse were required.
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4.3

TECHNIQUES
The collection of research activities data associated with the Queenslander

domestic dwellings analysis was based around literature, consultation with
consultants, local authority guidance and professional knowledge acquired through
experienced practitioners in the field.
Australian jurisdiction Queenslander case study research activities data
collection techniques varied according to whether the project was existing, on-going
or completed, however the standard procedure was to undertake a site inspection and
seek advice on various stages of the building work. Specific analysis was made from
areas of the project that were relevant to the principle of relocation reuse. This
analysis includes a detailed assessment of the construction methodology; existing
and proposed construction works were reviewed and documented with the support of
photographs.
UK case studies were selected based on the ability to assess either building
component or adaptive reuse, unique aspects of these principles in a case study were
sort and availability of research activity literature was required. All techniques
adopted for the Queenslanders site visits were similarly undertaken, including
analysis of the project, construction methodology and consultation with stakeholders
able to support the research activity. The analysis technique used in Chapter 6:
Research Activities Analysis was a technical assessment of a case study’s availability
for regeneration reuse. The analysis was used to identify and examine constraints
when considering incorporating regeneration reuse principles in to a project.
Associated seminars and presentations with professional bodies and institutions
provided scope to gain insight to considerations and constraints when seeking to
incorporate regeneration reuse principles into the design, construction and operation
of property assets. Examples include the attendance of events as follows. On the 11th
May 2010 at the Energy: Investigating whole-of-house solutions 2010 presentation
by Greensmart Initiative chaired by the honourable Kate Jones, Minister for Climate
Change and Sustainability in The Pavillion – The Captains’ Room Allan Border
Field, Breakfast Creek. On the 21st July 2011 at the Housing Industry Association
(HIA) Relocatable Homes Group Meeting, South Brisbane, Queensland. The
Influence of Town Planning on Built Sustainability Outcomes seminar on the 14th
March 2012 at Auditorium, Nerang Bicentennial Community Centre, Gold Coast.
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Attendance on the 17th April 2013 to the Alliance of Sustainable Building Products,
Future Footprints: Building Products in a Resource Efficient World at University
College London.
4.4

PROCEDURE
During the course of the study research activity data from case studies was

collated from projects that were identified as fulfilling the methodology criteria
outlined in section 4.2, which was achieved through discussions both academically
and professionally. Such discussions were conducted at seminars and presentations,
face to face or arranged over the telephone.
Once a case study had been identified as suitable an inspection was arranged,
examples include the following. On the 1st November 2010 was a meeting held with
Paul den Ronden, formerly Lecturer of Construction Management, School of Urban
Development, Faculty of Built Environment and Engineering at the Woody Point
Case Study detailed in section 5.2.2. The research activity data from case studies was
based on identifying relocation, adaptive and building component reuse, and to
highlight both incentives and constraints. This research activity data was collected
during a site walk around at the construction project, where examination specific to
those aspects of the work that were representative of the regeneration reuse
principles of relocation and adaptive reuse. Photographs of the construction
methodology of the existing and new building work were compiled, supported by
Confidential Laboratory Notebook 00782 notes and annotations taken from
discussions with the builder Sara Ciancio and Paul den Roden whilst on site. This
approach formed the standard procedure for site inspections of all Queenslanders that
were the basis of research activities in section 5.2. Examples from the UK are a
briefing invitation from Jonathan Essex, Sustainable Construction Manager at the
BedZED Centre, Wallington, Surrey on the 26th June 2011 followed by a tour of the
BedZED project detailed in section 5.3. Attending a presentation by the Battersea
Power Station Development Group on the 10th January 2013, and pursuing research
activities in section 5.4 following a meeting with Director of Communications, Sarah
Banham.
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4.5

ANALYSIS
The qualitative research collected from the case studies was assessed against

Queensland jurisdictive legislative requirements when considering regeneration reuse
principles if designing, constructing or operating property assets. The research
activities intent is to demonstrate from both a historical desktop and practical
analysis of a Queenslanders construction methodology, its compatibility within the
legislative framework to be relocated, reused or available as building components
following deconstruction.
The approach taken was to focus on the Queenslander domestic dwelling type
and describe its context historically, specifically identifying the evolvement of
features and architectural detailing over time. Section 5.1 Data Activity i was used to
provide a basis to the case studies, providing an understanding of construction
methodologies and the potential to include principles of regeneration reuse in to a
Queenslander type domestic dwelling.
When conducting discussions with various stakeholders associated with the
case studies there were instances where further avenues of research were generated
from examination of findings. The examination of findings from the case studies and
literature review has helped to ensure citation examples of projects relating to
regeneration reuse principles have been factually accurate.
Section 5.2 Data Activity ii highlights findings where aspects specific to the
Queenslander construction methodology are of interest either as having potential
and/ or as creating a constraint when being incorporated as a principle of
regeneration reuse in to a project. Such examples of regeneration reuse potential or
constraints have been presented through descriptions relating to cross-referenced
photographic images.
From these findings a comprehensive assessment of BCA requirements
specific to the Queensland jurisdiction for domestic dwellings is examined.
Additionally in section 6.1, research result analysis of other legislative constraints
impacting on regeneration reuse that fall outside of the prescriptive BCA domain are
reviewed.
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4.6

ETHICS
Careful consideration of ethical impacts to Chapter 3: Literature Review were

reviewed at an early stage of the research study. The nature of regeneration reuse
posed little potential and infrequent occurrence of creating any problems deemed as
risk to the ethics of this aspect of the research.
The aspect of collecting research activity data from privately owned property
assets and those that had commercial sensitivity was assessed as moderately high and
occurring frequently during the course of the research. For this reason property asset
information pertaining to address details has been removed, as has the naming (with
out requested consent) of the related owners and stakeholders. Additionally privacy
of occupants in the property assets meant it was essential to exclude any
photographic images that would compromise an individual’s identity or lifestyle
choices.
When taking an objective technical assessment of any ethical concerns related
to the study, based on the research activities undertaken no threats were identified.
The only limitations to the ethically analysis of the research activities was the
authenticity of material originality that was readily available for regeneration reuse.
So as to satisfy Workplace Health and Safety requirements it was essential that
inspections of case studies on live construction sites were only undertaken by those
that had possession of Whitecards, formerly known as Bluecards in Queensland.
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Chapter 5: Research Activities
Chapter 5: Research Activities presents a history of the evolution of traditional
dwellings in Queensland, including typical aspects of the construction methodology.
Section 5.1 analyses the various architectural aspects and construction methodology
of Queenslanders historically, and is further supported through detailed analysis in
the section 5.2 case studies. The case study examples used describe factually the
nature of the construction project and examine components of the works that
showcase the principles of regeneration reuse. Annotations and photographic
imagery are used to support the historical investigation and case study findings,
which are supplemented with general discussion.
Section 5.2 Research Activity II Case Studies is used to highlight incentives
and constraints when undertaking relocation, adaptive and building component reuse.
Throughout the various case study research activities evaluation of both incentives
and constraints to include regeneration reuse are outlined, which leads to the
comprehensive assessment against building code requirements undertaken in Chapter
6: Research Activities Analysis section 6.1.
Building Component Reuse is examined in section 5.3 using a completed
project that includes significant levels of reused and recycled material in the vast
majority of its building elements. The research activity is associated with data from
investigations by Bioregional a charity linked to sustainable projects, and other
literature detailing the construction methodology and material usage. Findings from a
site visit in 2011 and discussions with the WRAP Sustainable Construction Manager
support the research activity.
Section 5.4 showcases a 195 hectare (ha) development site in the UK that
includes the adaptive reuse of Battersea Power Station in London shown in Figure
5.1. The project is in the early stages of its program of works and although the power
station has been obsolete since the early eighties much is known about the buildings
conception, construction and existing structural condition. The data activity uses
details obtained from a site visit, and planning submission documentation to assess
the proposed multiple-use proposal in the context of adaptive reuse.
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Figure 5.1. Aerial View of London with Battersea Power Station in Centre of Image

5.1

RESEARCH ACTIVITY I
COMPOSITION

QUEENSLANDER CONSTRUCTION

The traditional Queensland house of timber construction, high set, with
corrugated iron roof and generous verandah, which are designed specifically for the
tropical and sub-tropical environment provide generosity of scale not seen in more
recent tropical housing construction methodology (Watsin 1978).
5.1.1 Elevations and Plan
The general principles of the Queenslander form were significantly established
in the period between 1880 and 1940. The typical elevations for the style from the
start to the end of this period are identified in the annotations of the front elevations
and plans in Figure 5.2, and image from case study 5.2.2 Relocation Reuse - Woody
Point, Queensland Figure 5.3. The red arrow in the case study image identifies the
bull nose or recurve verandah roof typical of the era, which is explained in section
5.1.2 of this chapter. The blue arrow identifies the typically lapped horizontal
weatherboarding that is used to clad the external walls of this era of Queenslander.
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1880-1900

Figure 5.2. Elevation and plan of typical Queenslander 1880 – 1900 (Ivan McDonald
Architects 2003)

Figure 5.3. Case Study 5.2.2 – Woody Point
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1920-1940

Figure 5.4. Elevation and plan of typical Queenslander 1920-1940 (Ivan McDonald
Architects 2003)

Figure 5.5. Case Study 5.2.3 – Toowong
56
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The identity of the form evolved noticeably during the periods of 1880 to 1900,
1900-1920, and 1920-1940. The main architectural features become simpler, yet the
use of ornate materials varied, an example being the inclusion of stain glass in
windows and doors. Elevation and plans of a typical Queenslander in the era between
1920-1940 is shown in Figure 5.4, and image from case study 5.2.3 Relocation
Reuse - Toowong, Queensland Figure 5.5. The red arrow from the case study image
identifies the gable end roof architectural aspect typical of the era for this style of
Queensland. The red arrow identifies the inclusion of a external window hood to
offer shade and reduce solar gain to the internal area.
5.1.2 Roofs
Common to all roof structures found on Queenslanders is the requirement to
provide an over hang to offer shade to the verandah. Early styles of roof provided a
separate structure, which was offset around the perimeter of the main dwellings roof.
The early Pyramid roofs built between 1880-1900 and some found during the
1900-1920 were steep in pitch and the verandah roof were typically constructed with
either a bull nose or recurve verandah roof. Other verandah roof forms associated
with the 1880-1900 and 1900-1920 era Queenslanders included Curved, Skillion,
Bellcast and Concave, examples are shown in Figure 5.2 and with a red arrow in
Figure 5.3.
Pyramid roofs on later eras became less complex and the separate verandah
roofs were replaced with a continuous pitch, adaption to the roofs form included the
incorporation of the Dutch Gable, as highlighted with a red arrow in Figure 5.3. The
later the era of the Queenslander generally the simplistic the roof structure as
represented in the gable and hipped with valley configuration.
5.1.3 Wall Cladding
Weather board typically lapped in horizontal slates was fixed to the main
timber frame and decorated with paint as a final finish.
5.1.4 Windows
The installation of double hung sliding sash windows originally had the
typically six pane configuration and fenestration type unit during the period of 18801900, seen in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6. Window detail of typical Queenslander 1880-1900 (Ivan McDonald
Architects 2003)
The installation of double hung sliding sash windows evolved to two pane units
during 1900-1920 era, some incorporating window bars to give a greater number of
panelling affect. Other varieties of the sliding sash included a horizontal motion of
opening during the 1900-1920 era as in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7. Window detail of typical Queenslander 1900-1920 (Ivan McDonald
Architects 2003)
The 1920-1940 used more functional window design in the form of the
casement unit that was typically provided as a single glazed sash that was then fitted
with window bars and other decorative features such as diamond patterns exampled
in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8. Window detail of typical Queenslander 1920-1940 (Ivan McDonald
Architects 2003)
5.1.5 Doors
The evolution of door types change from early simplistic examples to later
doors that incorporated raised and field panels and stained glass patterns, as
represented in the forms provided previously.
5.1.6 Structure, Frame and Lining
Timber frames constructed on timber stumps with pine weatherboard cladding
was the methodology of Queenslanders built between 1880-1900, chimneys were a
common inclusion in the era. Roofing was typically hipped or pyramidal covered
with a corrugated galvanised iron that had minimal eaves soffit overhang and fixed
ogee gutters. Linings to walls were generally vertical tongue and groove beaded
jointed boarding with horizontal belt rails.
The 1900-1920 era witnessed a shift from the typical verandah roof to a
continuous hipped or pyramidal main roof offering a sweeping overhang. The
configuration of the layout to ensure front rooms had more significance was
complemented by greater emphasis on façade features such as the gable ends and
front entrance porches. More complex roof structures were another evolvement
associated with the grandeur of facades with octagonal and hexagonal becoming
more prevalent. The general construction methodology remained as of the previous
eras, however there was greater use of Queenland sourced materials.
The use of separate verandah roofs were all but phased out during the
construction form of Queenslanders dated between 1920-1940. Other noticeable
differences in the construction methodology of that from previous eras included the
removal of chimneys with the use of electricity for thermal comfort, and more
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variety of timber types throughout the fabric of the building. The advent of fibrous
plaster and fibrolite internal wall and ceiling finishes became standard.
5.1.7 Architectural Features
The balustrade of all eras was predominantly timber, other than post war that
typically had cast iron lace balustrade panels. The 1880-1900 era features included
ridge vents on the crested roofs, front porches had timber fretwork pediments, and
windows shaded with hoods.
The enclosure of the underside of the Queenslander with vertically set timber
battens between the 1900-1920 era increased, as did the chamfering of verandah
posts and replacement of their cast iron brackets with timber.
With the use of fibrous plaster boarding during the 1920-1940 era, junctions
between the wall and ceiling were fitted with decorative cornices, and leadlights
were incorporated in glazing to windows and doors.
5.2

RESEARCH ACTIVITY II QUEENSLANDER RELOCATION REUSE
CASE STUDIES
Based on the construction types of dwellings in Queensland and the tropics,

such developments create a source of affordable relocatable housing stock readily
available for regeneration reuse (Pitt et al. 2009). The following examples from in
and around the greater Brisbane area, and the UK showcase construction projects that
have included relocation, adaptive and building component reuse.
5.2.1 Relocation Reuse - Hope Island, Queensland
This case study in the Gold Coast City Council jurisdiction of Hope Island was
completed by an Owner Builder and is an example of relocation reuse. The
Queenslander property asset shown in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 provides an image
of the before and after conditions of a Queenslander once it has benefited from
relocation.
This case study highlighted constraints associated with Council conditions,
which are comprehensively analysed and evaluated in section 6.1.2. The windows
highlighted with red arrows in Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 were required to be
replaced with timber frame units. Although this would be a constraint to selecting the
project for regeneration reuse, as it would add cost when compared to lesser
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specification window units, it should be considered an incentive. It is an incentive as
it replaces the window units using a sustainable superior product that is more
aesthetically pleasing and sympathetic to the general Queenslander form. However
maintenance liability cost consideration would also need to be reviewed, as timber
windows require cyclical painting and are more prone to defects as a consequence of
thermal movement and exposure to weather conditions.

Figure 5.9. Case Study 5.2.1 Hope Island – Pre Relocation Reuse Image

Figure 5.10. Case Study 5.2.1 Hope Island – Post Relocation Reuse Image
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This need for the inclusion of timber framed window and door units lead the
Owner Builder to reduce the number of openings and replace windows with French
doors, as highlighted with blue arrows in Figure 5.10. This was a further incentive as
it reduced the cost by decreasing the number of window units needed to be replaced,
and created a greater volume of ventilation to penetrate the internal area. This
increase to the opening area improved cross ventilation in the dwelling and negated
the need to install air-conditioning. The French doors selected added character to the
Queenslanders form, examples of their architectural evolution are represented in
Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12.

Figure 5.11. Queenslander French Door Styles 1880-1900 (Ivan McDonald
Architects 2003)

Figure 5.12. Queenslander French Door Styles 1920-1940 (Ivan McDonald
Architects 2003)

A common constraint when considering using an existing Queenslander
property asset for regeneration reuse is that as a consequence of its high set form,
stairs with balustrade are necessary to access the dwelling. The black arrow identifies
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this issue in Figure 5.10, a further evaluation of this constraint is provided in section
6.1.2.
5.2.2 Relocation Reuse - Woody Point, Queensland
The case study identified in Figure 5.13 is located in the Brisbane City Council
jurisdiction of Woody Point, an outer city suburb to the north west of the Central
Business District (CBD). The 1880-1900 era example of a Queenslander at the time
inspected had been relocated, having been deconstructed and was being adapted with
the inclusion of a structural steel framed rear addition. Construction works had
progressed to a stage where the footings of the relocated Queenslander and incoming
services had been completed. Sara Ciancio a QBSA licensed builder with previous
experience in projects that involved relocation reuse was undertaking the project
management of the works. The inspection of works was arranged with Sara and
attended with Paul den Ronden, formerly Lecturer of Construction Management,
School of Urban Development, Faculty of Built Environment and Engineering, QUT.

Figure 5.13. Case Study 5.2.2 Woody Point – Post Relocation Reuse Image A

Although not clearly represented in Figure 5.13, as a consequence of the
Integrated Development Assessment System (IDAS), a planning requirement
requires that the highest point of the roof conform to a distance and trajectory
requirement taken from street level. Further detail of this constraint is detailed in
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section 6.1.2, its impact was that based on minimum ceiling height clearance
requirements the ground floor of the property asset had to be sunken to accommodate
the garage. The sunken basement garage is concealed behind the timber ground floor
panelling identified with a black arrow in Figure 5.14. The constraint should be
considered as an incentive as the requirement to sink the ground floor makes the
street elevation of the Queensland less prominent and imposing aesthetically.

Figure 5.14. Case Study 5.2.2 Woody Point – Post Relocation Reuse Image C

Figure 5.15. Case Study 5.2.2 Woody Point – Post Relocation Reuse Image D
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The project manager of the works sought to retain the wrought iron
balustrading highlighted with blue arrows in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15, to over
come the constraint of a minimum balustrade height a lattice panel was fitted above.

Figure 5.16. Case Study 5.2.2 Woody Point – Post Relocation Reuse Image E

Although not in keeping with the traditional construction methodology of a
Queenslander; the rear addition shown in Figure 5.16 was designed with slenderness
using a truss system to reduce the inclusion of large steel members that would have
bulked out the wall thickness. Other advantages were the ease to erect the structure,
as heavy lifting was negated and greater rigidity of the composite timber and steel
construction was achieved.
5.2.3 Relocation Reuse - Toowong, Queensland
The Queenslander shown in Figure 5.17 is an example of relocation reuse, it is
located in the Brisbane City Council inner suburb of Toowong that is 5 kilometres
(km) directly west of the Central Business District (CBD). The project was
undertaken by an Owner Builder with previous experience in investment property
asset refurbishment work, and was being undertaken in the same vein, although as a
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learning experience in relocation reuse to aid future similar type projects. At the time
of inspection the construction work had been completed in the last six months and
was conducted in the presence of the Owner Builder.

Figure 5.17. Case Study 5.2.3 Toowong – Post Relocation Reuse Image A

As previously observed in case studies 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, similar constraints
associated with the minimum handrail height on balustrade existed (analysis in
section 6.1.1) as did the need to provide a sunken footing to accommodate roof
height requirements (analysis in section 6.1.2). The street facing elevation shown in
Figure 5.17 highlights the sunken position of the dwelling by identifying the location
of the front entrance to street level access stairs with a blue arrow. The handrail
height of the balustrade is identified with black arrows in Figure 5.17 and Figure
5.18.
The additional construction of the deck shown in Figure 5.18 creates additional
outdoor accommodation accessible from the internal area, specific structural loading
consideration needs to be assessed in such instances. To maximise the incentive to
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increase floor space in the dwelling structural connections between the main building
and the base of the deck identified with a red arrow in Figure 5.18 had to be
designed adequately.

Figure 5.18. Case Study 5.2.3 Toowong – Post Relocation Reuse Image B

Detailing of the interconnection between main structure and deck is an
example of a common theme when considering structural alterations to existing
Queenslanders as part of regeneration reuse strategies. A more detailed analysis is
proved in section 6.1.1, which summarises the necessity to seek consultation with
those competent in making structural design decisions.
A structural alteration of a plaster finished brick wall, identified with a blue
arrow in Figure 5.19, has been used to improve the energy efficiency of the dwelling.
The brick wall acts as thermal mass absorbing heat either as a mechanism of cooling
the surrounding area, or realising heat dependant on the climatic conditions at the
time. A weakness in the construction methodology of a Queenslander are the timber
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stud partition walls as they are not insulated, with reference to section 6.1.1, thus not
compliant in achieving current BCA requirements.

Figure 5.19. Case Study 5.2.3 Toowong – Post Relocation Reuse Image C

The inclusion of shade hoods over windows, as shown in Figure 5.20 are not
only aesthetically pleasing but reduce solar gaining in to the dwelling.

Figure 5.20. Case Study 5.2.3 Toowong – Post Relocation Reuse Image D
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Inclusion of stained windows as represented in Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21
needs careful consideration as issues including the minimum glazing height, opening
area and glass compliance detailed in section 6.1.1 must be met.

Figure 5.21. Case Study 5.2.3 Toowong – Post Relocation Reuse Image E

Through a designed solution optimising natural ventilation, insulation and
thermal mass in floors, walls and roofs the need for environmentally damaging air
condition systems as shown in Figure 5.22 can be avoided.

Figure 5.22. Case Study 5.2.3 Toowong – Post Relocation Reuse Image F
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5.2.4 Relocation Reuse - East Ipswich, Queensland
The Queenslander shown in Figure 5.23 was located in the Ipswich City
Council jurisdiction of East Ipswich and inspected independently of others whilst
under the ownership of a building relocation transportable specialist.

Figure 5.23. Case Study 5.2.4 East Ipswich – Pre Relocation Reuse Street Elevation
Image

Figure 5.24. Case Study 5.2.4 East Ipswich – Post Relocation Reuse Street Elevation
Image
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Figure 5.25. Case Study 5.2.4 East Ipswich – Pre Relocation Reuse Rear Elevation
Image

The front to back sloped topography of the site and orientation of the street
facing elevation did not enable the existing building to have a ground floor garage
(blue arrow Figure 5.23) and caused the rear stairs and balustrade to be steep and
narrow (blue arrow Figure 5.25).

Figure 5.26. Case Study 5.2.4 East Ipswich – Post Relocation Reuse Rear Elevation
Image
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Although the tree identified with a red arrow in Figure 5.26 did not pose a
constraint in relocating the dwelling, as the street access represented in Figure 5.24
was clear, however orders can exist on certain species that could increase cost and
complexity of transportation of a Queenslander.
Following relocation of a property asset existing services can remain and must
be disconnected and occasionally may require removal. Preferably sites should be
stripped of all building components suitable for reuse rather than waste strewn across
the site as depicted in Figure 5.26 with black arrows.
5.3

RESEARCH ACTIVITY III BEDZED BUILDING COMPONENT
REUSE CASE STUDY
Visited on the 21st June 2011, the Beddington Zero Energy Development

(BedZED) case study is multiple-use comprising of 82 affordable housing dwellings
and approximately 2,500m2 of commercial space. (ZED 2013) BedZED is located at
Sutton, Surrey in the Croydon Council area of greater London. The composition of
the carbon-neutral development is in sharp contrast to a typical Queenslander;
beneath the rugged reused brick and timber cladding shown in Figure 5.27 is a steel
framed structure, which consists of 98 tonnes (95% of the project required amount)
of reused structural steel sourced from local demolition sites. (WRAP 2008)

Figure 5.27. Case Study 5.3 BedZED – Composition of Construction Image
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Figure 5.28. Case Study 5.3 BedZED –Development Perspective Image (ZED 2013)

Due to the size of the development represented in Figure 5.28, the scope of
works allowed a variety of reused and recycled materials to be incorporated in to the
project, as summarised in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1.
Summary of BedZED reused and recycled materials usage (Addis 2006)

Material	
  

Stocked	
  
material	
  

Level	
  achieved	
   Inclusion	
  
in	
  BedZED	
  
difficulty	
  

Cost	
  
implication	
  

Reused	
  steel	
  	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

Fairly	
  easy	
  

Saving	
  

Reused	
  timber	
  for	
  
internal	
  studwork	
  
Reused	
  timber	
  for	
  
external	
  studwork	
  
Reused	
  floorboards	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

Fairly	
  easy	
  

Saving	
  

No	
  

Difficult	
  

Cost	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  (small	
  
quantity)	
  
Yes	
  

Easy	
  

Saving	
  

Reused	
  bollards	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

Easy	
  

Saving	
  

Recycled	
  aggregate	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

Fairly	
  easy	
  

Saving	
  

Recycled	
  crushed	
  
green	
  glass	
  
Reused	
  paving	
  slabs	
  

Yes	
  

Yes	
  

Easy	
  

Saving	
  

No	
  

No	
  

Difficult	
  

Reused	
  shuttering	
  
plywood	
  

No	
  

Yes	
  

Easy	
  

Neutral	
  (when	
  
stored)	
  
Saving	
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The project includes construction techniques that are examples of the principles
of material reclamation and regeneration reuse. When measured by weight, the
development sourced 3404 tonnes of alternative materials, which as proportion of all
materials sourced for the project accounted for 15% (Addis 2006). The following
sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 provide a detailed material reuse review of the steel,
timber and paving usage.
5.3.1 Steel Reuse
Reused steel is the most rewarding in reducing the environmental impact of
embodied energy, when compared to recycled and virgin steel. Sections of reused
steel on the BedZED project were sourced through retrieval from local demolition
sites within a 55km radius of the site. Quality assurance checks included assessing
the date of manufacture, rust/ scaling condition, existing connections, and fabrication
potential. New steel was used on the curved section necessary for the arched link
bridges shown in Figure 5.29, however it would be technically feasible to pass
reused steel through a steel bender. (Lazarus 2009)

Figure 5.29. Case Study 5.3 BedZED – Curved Steel Sections Supporting Arched
Access Walkways Image
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Reused steel sections were sandblasted and zinc coated (Addis 2006), and in
the commercial areas increased span sections of steel were used for future
adaptability of the space, see Figure 5.30. (Lazarus 2009)

Figure 5.30. Case Study 5.3 BedZED – Increased Span Sections of Steel in the
Commercial Area (Lazarus 2009)

Design consideration when erecting the steel frame included flexibility by the
structural engineers to select connection details appropriate for the section sizes,
rather than a conformist regime. Procurement and sourcing of the steel was
undertaken by competitive tender, with a rate reduction for reused steel sourced by
contract managers. As a consequence of the quantity of steel required reclamation
yards had to be actively searched, for sizes not found this approach extended to
demolition sites. The structural engineers held the risk allocation on behalf of the
client where contract managers were purchasing the reused steel (Lazarus 2009).
Although there was a nominal cost to source the reused steel sections it was
more affordable than the alternative of new steel, the comparison between tender
prices showed a £13p/t (AUS$20p/t) saving. An entrance building to an associated
development as a value management opportunity benefited by using 11.5 tonnes of
reused steel, resulting in an embodied energy saving of 303GJ. (Lazarus 2009)
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5.3.2 Timber Reuse
Demolition sites were considered for sourcing timber, however due to the
storage space restrictions on site and the labour intensive deconstruction and
preparation necessary to reuse dissembled materials it was not a viable option.
Timber available for reuse at smaller reclamation yards was not practical as a
consequence of the quantity needed, large yards were able to meet the demand and
proved to be more competitive on cost. A large reclamation yard located locally to
the site were contractually engaged as they could deliver, had an extensive stock of
reused timber, offered de-nailing, preservative treatments and had on-site sawmill
(Lazarus 2009).
Building Component Reuse - Stud Partitions, Doors, Flooring and Bollards
A quantity of 54km length of timber stud partitions were sourced from the
large local reclamation yard who were able to denial, apply preservative treatment,
milling and deliver (WRAP 2008). The non-structural internal timber partitions made
up of 75mm by 100mm and 50mm by 100mm reused timber required minimal
installation preparation in readiness for the fixing of plasterboard, Figure 5.31
(Lazarus 2009).

Figure 5.31. Case Study 5.3 BedZED – Reused Timber Internal Studwork and an
Example of a Timber Reused Door Images (Lazarus 2009)
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Short reused timber sections were both readily available and provided a cost
saving when compared with longer sections from reclamation yards, as shown in
Figure 5.32. The project sought to optimise the advantages of smaller sections;
minimum lengths of 2.5m were used opposed to standard builder merchant lengths of
3m. The Approved Inspector (AI) body National House-Building Council (NHBC)
initially challenged building compliance, but the reused timber was re-assessed as
acceptable. As with the tender procedure for steel; reused timber was included with a
reduced rate at tender, based on the specification of new FSC certified softwood to
be provided. As there was not the need for a structural engineered design, risk was
allocated to the supplier who agreed to guarantee denailed reused timber and replace
any substandard quality material. Upon cost comparison between new and reused
timber used for the internal partitioning a 14% saving was achieved, based on a fixed
price of £28,215 opposed to £32,766 including a nominal allowance of £1,200 to
source material (Lazarus 2009).

Figure 5.32. Case Study 5.3 BedZED – Reused Timber Site Storage (Lazarus 2009)
A good reused door supply chain in the south east of England through various
reclamation yards, architectural salvage and demolition contractors means that the
demand is outstripped. Demolition contractors skip many reusable timber doors
based on the reclamation yards turnover of stock, so the potential to source 350 of
the 476 doors that the development required was seen as achievable. A pilot scheme
to investigate the feasibility found that no individual supplier had stock to meet the
number of reused timber doors required. In view of the commitment to buy large
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quantities a supply chain agreement was achieved with a variety of individuals,
summarised in Figure 5.33 where reused timber doors would be: (i) supplied in
Heathfield, Sussex; Warlingham and Redhill, Surrey; and Faversham, Kent, then (ii)
stripped in Coulsdon, Surrey and (iii) joinery work in Reading, Berkshire. (Lazarus
2009)

Figure 5.33. Case Study 5.3 BedZED – Reused Timber Door Supply Chain
Individual Process Locations in South East England Map (Lazarus 2009)
Accessibility adapted doors proved difficult to comply with Disability
Discrimination Act (DDA) requirements, as a reused timber doors width is typically
less than is prescribed in the Building Regulations Approved Document (AD) Part M
(BCA Section D3 equivalent). Design constraints included no darkly stained and
acylic paint finishes, aided by this brief an assessment on style similarly to section
5.1.5 Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12, and colour gave an indication to the doors age.
Typically batches of reused doors of similar size, type, style and condition were used
for individual dwellings, and where possible ironmongery retained and overhauled.
At its best the supply chain in place could manage in delivering 20 doors a week at
an average cost of £67. Regrettably the supply chain was abandoned in favour of a
less superior product available from a Do It Yourself (DIY) chain, as it was not cost
effective to maintain, unpopular with the joinery contractor and abortive costs were
incurred by the client for poor quality door deliveries. A cost comparison of reused
timber, joinery and DIY chain doors is presented in Table 5.2 showing that
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maintenance of the supply chain through additional labour made using reused timber
doors more expensive than using new.

Table 5.2.
BedZED Cost Comparison of Doors (Lazarus 2009)

Item	
  

Reused	
  Door	
  

Joinery	
  Door	
  

DIY	
  Door	
  

Door	
  cost	
  

15	
  

175	
  

25	
  

Stripping	
  

7	
  

Trimming	
  and	
  finishing	
  

45	
  

Fix	
  door	
  

32	
  

Ironmongery	
  

55	
  

Fix	
  ironmongery	
  

80	
  

Architrave,	
  stops	
  and	
  frame	
  

150	
  

Total	
  (incl.	
  Additional	
  labour)	
  

384	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  (404)	
  

40	
  
225	
  

80	
  
150	
  

400	
  

295	
  

With reference to Figure 5.34, the mezzanine floors in the commercial areas of
the development were finished with reused timber floorboards from spacers between
crates from cargo ships, know as ‘onion timber’. The transition between vehicle and
pedestrian hard landscaping was lined with bollards made from reused timber
railway sleepers, as seen in Figure 5.34. (Lazarus 2009)

Figure 5.34. Case Study 5.3 BedZED – Reused Timber Floor Boards and Bollards
Image (Lazarus 2009)
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Sustainable Sourced and Selected Weatherboarding and Kitchen Units
The specified green oak weatherboarding used on the external envelope, as
shown in Figure 5.35 was advantageous at it had the potential to be sourced locally.
Typically timber in the UK is imported and the opportunity to source green oak from
commercial woodland estates, such as those in the Weald within 35 miles (55km) of
the site, was a sustainably favourable option. When sourcing any new timber it is
recommended to specify Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) accredited material, as
FSC is considered best for biodiversity and conservation. Other accreditation
certification schemes that can be considered include Programme for the Endorsement
of Forest Certification (PEFC) and Finnish Forest Certification System (FFCS).
Green oak was desirable as a material not only due to it traditionally being used in
the south east of England, but because it has a natural resistance to weathering and
insect attack as it is rich in tannins. To ensure that the leaching of the tannins did not
stain surrounding areas stainless steel fixings and flashings were used and adapted to
allow for the materials moisture coefficient of movement. A breathable damp proof
membrane in addition to 35mm overlapping of weatherboards ensured that the design
and construction complied with the Timber Research and Development Association
(TRADA) Timber Cladding Manual (Lazarus 2009).

Figure 5.35. Case Study 5.3 BedZED – Green Oak Weatherboarding and Stainless
Steel Flashings Image
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Reused timber and FSC softwood were considered for the frames of the kitchen
units, but due to the Design Performance Requirements (DPR) of strength and
durability a Brazilian parana pine was selected. The carcass and doors of the kitchen
units are constructed with Russian plywood with a birch finish, which was bonded
using a fish-based glue rather than a formaldehyde-based alternative. Medium
Density Fibreboard (MDF) standard kitchen unit carcasses were less preferable due
to the associated off-gassing of formaldehyde, and lesser performance durability
when compared with the birch faced 18mm plywood. UK sourced FSC plywood was
not a viable alternative as it was produced to the lower grades. A Romanian sourced
40mm block beech worktop was chosen over chipboard worktops, as despite the low
environmental impact of using recycled timber the chipboard processing has a high
impact linked to its resin and board manufacture. The block beech worktops
benefited from being used more efficiently in smaller sectional areas, as off cuts of
the material could be used more effectively (Lazarus 2009).

Figure 5.36. Case Study 5.3 BedZED – Kitchen Units with Russian Birch-faced
Plywood Faced Doors and Romanian Block Beech Work Surface Image
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Although the DPR in comparison to the clients standard specification increased
the cost by 20% of the projects kitchen installations shown in Figure 5.36, when
accounting for the reduced maintenance and longer life product expectancy Whole
Life Cost (WLC) is reduced (Lazarus 2009).
5.3.3 Concrete Paving Reuse
The projects hard landscaping included 30% coverage using a porous paving
system, which was part of the developments water treatment strategy of diverting
surface water runoff to a natural water course rather than the sewer. At the time of
construction the availability of recycled crushed concrete aggregate of adequate
quality for the inclusion as a sub-base to offer enough water storage for a 1 in 100
year storm could not be sourced. Suitable quality and quantity of recycled crushed
concrete for use as such a sub-base can now viably be sourced through local
suppliers (Lazarus 2009).

Figure 5.37. Case Study 5.3 BedZED – Reused Precast Concrete Paving Slabs and
Recycled Crushed Green Glass Sand Image (Lazarus 2009)
With reference to Figure 5.37 the bedding course for paving was made up of
recycled crushed green glass as an alternative to virgin sand, with reused precast
concrete paving slabs sourced through a local authority scheme were proposed to be
laid on top. Sourcing the 279 tonnes of recycled crushed green glass sand needed was
not difficult, and a cost saving of approximately £2p/t was achieved in comparison to
using virgin sand. Since the project was completed there is now an £2 aggregate levy
between 2013 to 2014 (British Government 2013), which was introduced in the UK
as of April 2002. This levy creating a saving of up to 30% when electing to specify
recycled crushed green glass sand rather then virgin sand (Lazarus 2009) .
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Such practicalities of using recycled sand and the associated cost savings is a
politically emotive issue when considering unsympathetic sand extraction at North
Stradbroke Island in the Redlands City Council area adjoining greater Brisbane
shown in Figure 5.38.

Figure 5.38. Case Study 5.3 BedZED – Greater Brisbane Area and North Stradbroke
Island Satellite Image, Red Arrow Identifies Sand Mining (Google 2013)
A feasibility study to include reused paving slabs sourced from local authority
paving repair programmes was investigated. Even though a large proportion of
precast concrete paving slabs (1,800 m2 coverage) could be obtained with an
estimated cost saving of 11p (AUS 17cents) per slab, due to lead-in, handling and
storage it was estimated not to be economically viable. This decision not to use
paving slabs was made based on the need to have them delivered in a large quantity.
The delivery of a batch of 490 slabs was possible, however as it was not practical to
store the slabs on site as a consequence of double handling occurring, although a cost
saving would have been possible had the storage space been available (Lazarus
2009).
5.4

RESEARCH ACTIVITY IV BATTERSEA POWER STATION
ADAPTIVE REUSE CASE STUDY
Battersea Power Station, Nine Elms in the Wandsworth Council area is located

on the southwest fringes of the City of London at the junction of the three central
London districts of Battersea, Chelsea and Vauxhall. The project was visited on the
10th of January 2013, discussions were held with Sarah Banham, Director of
Communications and other Battersea Power Station Development Company
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(BPSDC) team members. From these initial discussions access to the approved
planning drawings was assisted, and although the BPSDC were unable to offer site
visits at the time of enquiry an invitation to future events was gratefully accepted.
The construction phase of the project is still in its infancy and although
information provided by the BPSDC is useful. Due to the construction programme
associated with the development at Nine Elms, the adaptive reuse construction works
were not readily accessible from this studies research viewpoint of a site visit.
5.4.1 Historical Context
The man known for designing Great British emblems, such as the red
telephone box, Sir Giles Gilbert Scott was tasked whilst being the president of the
RIBA to design Battersea Power Station in 1933. It was originally a two-chimney
composition as shown in Figure 1.1 (Battersea A), until Battersea B works to the
Power Station were completed to its east giving it its form today of four-chimneys.

Figure 5.39. Case Study Battersea Power Station – View from the River Thames of
the Original Designs 2 Chimney Composition (Battersea A) Image (BPSDG 2009)
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When opened the power station was technologically leading edge with its use
steam turbine turbo generators to produce electricity from coal. More notable was the
innovative gas washing technique, invented specifically for the Battersea Power
Station. This pioneering approached continued beyond the design with an example of
waste to energy technology being included during World War II, which used waste
water from the power stations operation to supply a district heating system of a
nearby development. Its construction of a steel frame clad with brickwork on this
scale was uncommon in the UK, other aspects of its uniqueness included more lavish
finishes. The main entrance door used bronze depicting symbols for power and
energy, giving access to the art deco control room via a wrought iron staircase. The
control room itself although functional was fitted out with materials of grey ribbon
Napoleon marble, and timber parquet flooring a custom to more salubrious
surroundings. With the advent of other electricity generating technologies using oil,
gas and nuclear power; Battersea Power Stations operations were disbanded until its
final closure in 1983, although its imposing presence remains today in Figure 5.40.
5.4.2 Existing Power Station

Figure 5.40. Case Study Battersea Power Station – View from Chelsea Bridge of the
Obsolete Battersea Power Station as it is Today Image (BPSDG 2009)
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The Battersea Power Stations condition today is represented in Figure 5.41,
having been derelict for 30 years significant defects as a neglect of maintenance have
been reported by structural engineers and other professional consultants.

Figure 5.41. Case Study Battersea Power Station – Aerial View of Obsolete
Battersea Power Station East to West (Left to Right) Image (BPSDG 2009)

The features now dilapidated that once made Battersea Power Station so
unique have been retained, Figure 5.42 and Figure 5.43 show the respective
Battersea A (West) and B (East) Turbine Halls both during operations and today.

Figure 5.42. Case Study Battersea Power Station – The Turbine Hall Battersea A
(West) During Operation and as Exiting Image (BPSDG 2009)

The original finishes lined walls and ceiling of Turbine Hall in Battersea B
remain intact and the advantages of the open space as having the potential to be
interior designed are obvious. Both the scale and robustness of the architectural form
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offer any architect flexibility when seeking to adopt a strategy of adaptive reuse
whilst keeping the original concepts character. Possible opportunities for adaptive
reuse in combination with the volume available throughout the Battersea Power
Station structure allow for a diverse variety of multiple-uses, when considering
Figure 5.44.

Figure 5.43. Case Study Battersea Power Station – The Turbine Hall Battersea B
(East) During Operation and as Exiting Image (BPSDG 2009)

Figure 5.44. Case Study Battersea Power Station – Existing Structure East (Battersea
B) to West (Battersea A) Cross Section (BPSDG 2009)
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5.4.3 Reuse Proposal and Master Plan Architectonic
The regeneration reuse response proposed for the adaptive reuse of Battersea
Power Station is a scheme that uses the existing structure as a centerpiece to bring
together employment, housing, services, retail, arts and leisure facilities. Modern
standards in office and conference spaces will complement the power stations design
components and open public spaces. A new 2.4ha riverside green space will link the
Power Station to Battersea Park and create access to the West End, City and beyond
along a 400m of unused Thames frontage that includes an improved jetty.

Table 5.3.
Battersea Power Station Project Detail Particulars (BPSDG 2009)

Project	
  Detail	
  

Particular	
  

Developer	
  
Architect	
  
Site	
  size	
  
Commercial	
  space	
  
Residential	
  units	
  
Public	
  open	
  space	
  
Building	
  height	
  
Development	
  status	
  

Battersea	
  Power	
  Station	
  Development	
  Company	
  
Rafael	
  Viñoly	
  
15.8	
  ha	
  
Circa	
  317,000	
  sq	
  m	
  
Circa	
  3,800	
  
Circa	
  80,000	
  sq	
  m	
  
Up	
  to	
  60	
  m,	
  excluding	
  the	
  power	
  station	
  chimneys	
  
Phase	
  one	
  detailed	
  planning	
  consent	
  granted	
  13/12/2012	
  

The project is being financed with a Malaysian developer and investment
businesses that promise to deliver with high esteem. This collaboration of S P Setia
Berhad, Sime Darby Property and the Employees Provident Fund are supported by
the British Government, the Mayor of London, the London Borough of Wandsworth,
English Heritage and the Design Council. This backing is intended to provide
proposed infrastructure developments, including the London underground extension
of the Northern Line from Kennington with 2 new underground stations at Battersea
and Nine Elms. (Transport for London 2012)
The development is targeting to achieve recognition in sustainability assisted
with sympathetic design, construction and operation, as the Battersea Power Station
will be Zero Carbon making it Europe’s largest such building. Initialing using a mix
of biofuel and natural gas, with the future proofing to include the use of hydrogen or
syngas extracted through the processes of landfill, the combined, cooling heating,
and power (CCHP) system unit will create efficiencies (BPSDG 2009). Sustainable
values are enhanced by the sites close proximity to central London public transport
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nodes. Potential residents, employees and users of such a site can access it by road,
rail, underground, boat/ ferry and on foot via the river Thames walk way.

Figure 5.45. Case Study Battersea Power Station – Post Adaptive Reuse View and
Nine Elms Master Plan Aerial View Image (BPSDG 2009)
Not only do the green roofs on Battersea Power Station shown in Figure 5.45
supplement the adaptive reuse achievements, but will assist to the overall sustainable
benefits of the development that are numerous. The green roof stores and uses
through the process of photosynthesis, rainwater that would otherwise be discharged
to a drainage system. The thermal properties of its soil provides insulation, it creates
both a natural habit and usable landscaped area. Other visible sustainable features
observed from Figure 5.45 include the east elevations high performance glazing and
open public green space linked to the river Thames transit infrastructure (BPSDG
2013).
As shown through the annotations provided in Figure 5.46 and Figure 5.47 the
Battersea Power Station adaptive reuse project combines numerous multiple-uses of:
• residential

• a residents’ club

• business

• private dining suites and

• conference center/ event space
• cultural
• creative studios
• gymnasium
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concierge services for the
apartments
• restaurants
• bars
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• retail

• public spaces

• retail - food and drink outlets

• car parking

Figure 5.46. Case Study Battersea Power Station – Uses and Areas West (Battersea
A) to East (Battersea B) Section (BPSDG 2009)

Figure 5.47. Case Study Battersea Power Station – Uses and Areas North to South
Section (BPSDG 2009)
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Adaptive Reuse Battersea Power Station Project Proposal
Drawing Schedule Assessment
The research activity of assessing the adaptive reuse proposal of Battersea
Power Station has been undertaken as a desktop exercise by reviewing planning
drawings and documents available on the Wandsworth Council planning portal
link, http://www.wandsworth.gov.uk/info/200074/planning/364/find_a_planning_ap
plication. A schedule of drawings assessed specific to the demolition and repair
elevations for turbine halls A and B, and power station existing and proposed floor
plans follows in Table 5.4.

Table 5.4.
Schedule of Assessed Battersea Power Station Development Company Planning Drawings
(BPSDG 2009)

Sheet	
  

Sheet	
  Title	
  

A12006	
  
A121G1	
  
A121G2	
  
A121G3	
  
A122B1	
  
A122G1	
  
A122G2	
  
A12201	
  
A12202	
  
A12203	
  
A12204	
  
A12205	
  
A12206	
  
A12207	
  
A12208	
  
A12209	
  
A12210	
  
A12211	
  
A12212	
  
A12213	
  
A22102	
  
A22111	
  
A22112	
  
A22113	
  
A22114	
  
A22201	
  
A32001	
  
A32002	
   	
  
S30	
  

Powerstation	
  Existing	
  Level	
  06	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  
Powerstation	
  Demolition	
  and	
  Repair	
  Basement	
  1	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  
Powerstation	
  Demolition	
  and	
  Repair	
  Basement	
  2	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  
Powerstation	
  Demolition	
  and	
  Repair	
  Basement	
  3	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Basement	
  Level	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Ground	
  Level	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Lower	
  Ground	
  Level	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Level	
  01	
  &	
  Level	
  01	
  Mezz	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Level	
  02	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Level	
  03	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Level	
  04	
  &	
  Level	
  04	
  Mezz	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Level	
  05	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Level	
  06	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Level	
  07	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Level	
  08	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Level	
  09	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Level	
  10	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Level	
  11	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Level	
  12	
  
Proposed	
  Powerstation	
  Floor	
  Plan	
  Roof	
  Level	
  
Powerstation	
  Demolition	
  and	
  Repair	
  East	
  &	
  West	
  Elevation	
  
Powerstation	
  Demolition	
  and	
  Repair	
  Turbine	
  A	
  –	
  West	
  &	
  South	
  Interior	
  Elevations	
  
Powerstation	
  Demolition	
  and	
  Repair	
  Turbine	
  A	
  –	
  East	
  &	
  North	
  Interior	
  Elevations	
  
Powerstation	
  Demolition	
  and	
  Repair	
  Turbine	
  B	
  –	
  West	
  &	
  South	
  Interior	
  Elevations	
  
Powerstation	
  Demolition	
  and	
  Repair	
  Turbine	
  B	
  –	
  East	
  &	
  North	
  Interior	
  Elevations	
  
Powerstation	
  Proposed	
  South	
  and	
  North	
  Elevations	
  
Powerstation	
  Existing	
  A	
  &	
  B	
  Sections	
  
Powerstation	
  Existing	
  C	
  &	
  D	
  Sections	
  
Buro	
  Happold	
  Consulting	
  Engineers	
  Battersea	
  Power	
  Station	
  Cross	
  Section	
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Turbine Hall A
The multiple-uses are spread through out the various levels of Battersea Power
Station whilst retaining some of the existing materials, such as the masonry
enclosures, sub-structure components and interior finishes. Examples of building
component reuse and adaptive reuse are provided in the works to the obsolete turbine
halls. The proposal for turbine hall A shown in Figure 5.48 is to close off the original
access doors to the south elevation, and re-open the windows filled during World
War II on the south and north elevations. Other access improvements will be made
by removing three walls along the southern end of the east elevation, and by three
new openings at first floor level on the west elevation for public use circulation. To
provide more light a further three new window openings in the west elevation will be
created, and existing roof lights will be overhauled, refurbished and restored. The
ethos of the proposal is to retain and restore the turbine halls to its original condition
as best as possible, however were required new levels relating as closely to the
original floor layout will be constructed.

Figure 5.48. Case Study Battersea Power Station – Turbine Hall Battersea A
Proposed Multiple-use Public Space (BPSDG 2009)
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Turbine Hall B
Turbine hall B follows an approach of undertaking, as few interventions as is
practical, restoring and retaining whilst adapting the area as shown in the proposal
image Figure 5.49. The existing roof will include newly installed parallel roof lights
to best conform to the configuration of the structural grid of the existing ceiling tiles
and roof trusses. Access and circulation design objectives will include the closure of
the existing south elevation entrance, whilst the internal west elevation will be
retained the internal east elevation will be removed to improve access routes and
space. Retail food and drinks outlets are typically provided at either end of the
turbine halls to assist access and circulation. Additions to the turbine hall B include a
new wall along the north elevation, and restatement and restoration of a high-level
window opening on the west internal elevation.

Figure 5.49. Case Study Battersea Power Station – Turbine Hall Battersea B
Proposed Multiple-use Public Space (BPSDG 2009)

Boiler House and Washing Tower
The boiler house at the center of the Battersea Power Station structure that is
adjoined either side by the turbine halls, will have a basement car park and be
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occupied over the above 10 levels by predominantly commercial uses. The central
roof above level 10 over the existing boiler house area will have outdoor swimming
and tennis facilities linked to the high-end residential accommodation that completes
levels 11 and 12. Access from the north of Battersea Power Station at ground floor
level will lead to an escalator well linking vertically to level 3 Figure 5.50,
specifically level 1 the business studios, level 2 and 3 the conference centers meeting
rooms and event hall facilities. Similarly to the south a less grand escalator well
combines the retail areas on the lower ground and ground floors, which in turn give
access to both turbine halls. The cultural center level 1 and fine dining restaurant
(formerly the control room level 2 with three storey skylight void) are accessible
from turbine hall A. The boiler house level 4 is a dedicated plant area, levels 5 to 10
are exclusively open plan office space with each level providing, when excluding the
amenities and light wells miss leadingly depicted in Figure 5.47, a net usable area of
circa 6,868m2. The Boiler House is central to the four Wash Towers to each corner of
Battersea Power Station, which are used to accommodate lift wells, staircases and
amenities between the lower ground floor and level 10. A four storey void is
provided between levels 1 to 4 in a central position of each wash tower in a location
of the chimney above. Level 5 of the Wash Towers gives access to the office gardens
above each of the turbine halls, which accommodate residential roof gardens
securely accessed from the units on the east and west elevations levels 2 to 7.

Figure 5.50. Case Study Battersea Power Station – Conference Centre in the North
End of the Boil House (BPSDG 2009)
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Chapter 6: Research Activities Analysis
The headings of Chapters 6 and 7 are summarised by Figure 6.1. Research
Activities Analysis and Conclusion, the content of section 6.1 provides an evaluation
to the findings from the research activities, supplemented with a summary that links
the Chapter 3: Literature Review. Chapter 7: Conclusion encapsulates the main
outcomes of the literature review, and Chapters 4 with 5 research activities result
analysis and evaluation.
!
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Figure 6.1. Research Activities Analysis and Conclusion

The analysis and evaluation of the findings from Chapter 5: Research
Activities has been provided in section 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 as a technical assessment
against the legislative requirements of the Queensland jurisdiction Sustainable
Planning Act (SPA), Building Act 1975 and BCA. The structure of sections 6.1.1 and
6.1.2 has been sequenced to closely follow the key construction components and has
been written without citation based on the author’s competence as a licensed QBSA
Private Certifier between 2009 and 2012. The UK research activities analysis of the
BedZED and Battersea Power Station case studies in sections 6.3 and 6.4 gives
reflection to the respective principles of building component and adaptive reuse, and
constraints associated with their implementation.
The philosophy of regeneration reuse is theorised in Chapter 7: Conclusion
against the findings from Research Activities i, ii, iii and iv (sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and
5.4), and the literature review summary and implication (section 3.3) of Waste
Management and the Design Process.
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6.1

QUEENSLANDER RELOCATION REUSE
The following section is formed of three main headings, the first establishes

BCA requirements in section 6.1.1 that constrain the regeneration reuse principles,
this theme is continued although based on other legislative constraints in section
6.1.2. Section 6.1.3 summarises research activities the contribution made throughout
Chapter 4 and 5, beginning with the historical context of the domestic dwelling
Queenslander form, its evolvement and suitability as a resource when considering the
principles of regeneration reuse. From this synopsis barriers and constraints are
outlined when considering incorporating the principles of regeneration reuse in to a
project.
6.1.1 Building Code Constraints when Considering Queenslander Relocation
Reuse
Bush Fire
Normal measures of increasing the Fire Resistance Level of the fabric of a
Queenslander dwelling to manage bushfire will include the provision of an adequate
sarking felt to the underside of the roof covering. In certain instances window
openings will require additional measure so that the FRL is compliant with the
requirements of BCA Cl.3.7.4 (ABCB 2012).

Figure 6.2. Case Study 5.2.4 East Ipswich – Bush Fire Underside Exposure Image
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The high set nature of the typical Queenslander form creates the requirement to
enclose the gap between the first floor level and ground with a plinth or cladding to
meet BCA Cl.3.7.4 (ABCB 2012). This poses the problem of restricting otherwise
clear under floor ventilation space, thus reducing the thermal comfort for end users.
Methods of overcoming this constraint include the provision of a plinth or cladding
that can be opened yet still closed actively to cope with a bushfire. Figure 6.2
although not constructed to be compliant in a bush fire area, provides an example of
the typical method of infilling the underside of a Queenslander with timber vertical
slates, which allows through unhindered natural cross ventilation.
Staircase and Balustrade
The high set form of Queenslanders and the need for stairs to gain access often
makes stairs and balustrade non compliant with the requirements of BCA Cl.3.9.1 &
Cl.3.9.2 (ABCB 2012), such an example is provided in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3. Case Study 5.2.4 East Ipswich – Staircase and Balustrade Image
Means of egress and fire separation
With the change of use or dividing of a Queenslander to create multiple
dwelling apartments or for other uses, the requirement for the provision of separating
walls to be of adequate fire resistance and means of egress to comply with BCA
Cl.3.7.1 (ABCB 2012) can restrict the flexibility of the floor layout, service entries
and finishes.
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Structural Timbers
When structural timber components, such as those shown in Figure 6.4, are
reused advice is often required from a Registered Professional Engineer of
Queensland (RPEQ) to their suitability for the site specific installation in compliance
with BCA Cl.3.4.3 (ABCB 2012). Bracing of internal framework is a common
necessity to meet wind velocity requirements, which can impact on the usability of a
space, service penetrations and selection of finishes.

Figure 6.4. Case Study 5.2.4 East Ipswich – Structural Timbers Image

Structural Steel
Structural steel members, such as those depicted in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6,
require the same scrutiny and installation as above, however should be in accordance
with BCA Cl.3.4.4 and steel framing with BCA Cl.3.4.2 (ABCB 2012).

Figure 6.5. Case Study Drake's Yard – Structural Steel Image A
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Figure 6.6. Case Study Drake’s Yard – Structural Steel Image B

Facilities
Though most Queenslanders will meet the general requirement of BCA
Cl.3.8.3 (ABCB 2012) in the provision of sanitary requirements, a failing can be the
dimensional openings in such area, such as the example shown in Figure 6.7.

Figure 6.7. Case Study Salisbury – Amenities Facilities Image
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Room heights
Although Queenslanders are known for there airiness and high ceilings some
areas will not meet the required 2.4m in accordance with BCA Cl.3.8.2 (ABCB
2012), such an example is provided in Figure 6.8. This compulsory requirement can
be untidy and be often unworkable to a structure that has limited flexibility for
alterations to the ceiling height with out other complications to the building fabric.

Figure 6.8. Case Study Drake's Yard – Room Heights Image

Wet areas
Queenslanders were not originally designed to incorporate shower trays and
wet area trays and membranes, as shown in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.9. Changes in
floor levels to comply with the requirements of BCA Cl.3.8.1 (ABCB 2012) offer the
greatest challenge, due to the slenderness of structural floor members and limitations
on construction space available for alterations works.
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Figure 6.9. Case Study 5.2.3 Toowong – Wet Area Image

Drainage
Roof drainage on Queenslanders is an essential element of the building to have
working both effectively and efficiently to prevent water ingress in accordance with
BCA Cl.3.5.2 (ABCB 2012). The ornate nature of gutters and the robust materials
used makes works more complex in terms of the provision of downpipes and the
adequacy of the sizing of the gutters. The introduction of additional amenity services
has the same impact of complexity, as shown in Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11.

Figure 6.10. Case Study 5.2.3 Toowong – Drainage Image A
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Figure 6.11. Case Study 5.2.3 Toowong – Drainage Image B

Another constraint to the location of a Queenslander on a lot is the spear of
influence associated with the proximity of footings to a sewer line, which can create
the need for a more rigorous sub structure design that will add significantly to cost.
Light
The standard configuration of a Queenslander layout makes them susceptible to
non compliance with the requirement of BCA Cl.3.8.4 (ABCB 2012) as typically
there are corridors and habitable rooms that are not provided with a natural light
source. Reconfiguration of room layouts is not always practical, nor the
incorporation of windows or skylights due to construction and detailing constraints.
Sound Insulation
When creating multiple dwellings from a Queenslander the dividing walls and
floors between units will need to meet the compliance requirements of BCA Cl.3.8.6
(ABCB 2012). This would commonly require the retro fitting of sound insulation
panels increasing the thickness of partitions and flooring, possibly reducing room
space and hindering flexibility of service installations. The biggest set back when
considering such work is taking the sound insulation wall to its junction with the
roof, as many Queenslanders would require a structural engineered design solution
due to the configuration of roof members.
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Glazing
Installation of glazed panels that are located within 500mm of the floor level
will need to comply with BCA Cl.3.6 (ABCB 2012) safety glass requirements. The
suitability of existing glazing in windows, as shown in Figure 6.12, and doors needs
careful consideration, as both location and condition can impact not only on safety
but thermal performance.

Figure 6.12. Case Study 5.2.4 East Ipswich – Glazing Image

Energy Efficiency
Whilst Queenslanders are normally exempt of the Building Energy Rating
Scheme (BERS) assessment required by the QDC due to the construction not
conforming to a slab on ground construction methodology, the deemed to satisfy
requirements of BCA Cl.3.12 (ABCB 2012) is still required. An instance where a
BERS assessment would be required was if habitable accommodation was provided
to an in filled under floor area with slab on ground construction methodology.
Due to the typical construction methodology of a Queenslander it is important
to consider the thermal insulation of the walls and roof void in accordance with BCA
C3.12.1 (ABCB 2012).
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Heating
Consideration when installing heating devices in a Queenslander is needed to
ensure compliance with BCA Cl.3.7.3 (ABCB 2012). The nature of a Queenslanders
construction being predominantly timber means that careful thought to locations of
installation for solid fuel burning devices and open fires is required.
Smoke detectors
The installation of smoke detectors to meet current requirements is an essential
item that needs to be included as a condition to any Building Approval. The necessity
to comply with BCA Cl.3.7.2 (ABCB 2012) in order to provide smoke detector
alarms to stair ways and corridors containing bedrooms is the minimum requirement.
6.1.2 Other Constraints when Considering Queenslander Relocation Reuse
IDAS impact and code assessment
Developments that fall in areas of council overlays that are impact or code
assessable against the IDAS could potentially impact on a projects feasibility. Such
an example would be in a transport corridor where the requirements to meet sound
insulation against traffic noise can impact significantly on cost. Examples of the
typical type of works required to meet recommendations made by acoustic engineers
include:
1.

acoustic shielding along the boundaries of the noise source,

2.

upgrading glazing to offer sound insulation and fixing it to be permanently
closed, and

3.

installation of air conditioning or ventilation systems that are acoustically
insulated.

However, the more significant constraint when dealing with transport corridors
is the minimum height of the finished first floor, as being high set Queenslanders will
always fail this requirement in comparison to slab on ground construction
techniques.
Council conditions
Many Councils implement strict requirements associated with not only
character but surrounding infrastructure. Such as case study 5.2.1 Hope Island, Gold
Coast where the relocated Queenslander must be provided with timber framed
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windows and doors. The practicalities of providing timber framed windows and
doors when replacing existing installation of other materials is the difficulty to buy
off the shelf units that fit the dimensional requirements of the opening in the frame
when bespoke joinery installation are not a viable option.
Although a requirement of the BCA the location of a storm water connection
can not always be easily obtained from Council. Further conditions to plumbing
approvals can often be ambitious requiring the developer to take the innovative with
a practice that may be non-compliant to local requirements.
Set back
A problem faced with all developers is the QDC requirement of providing a
setback from the road and boundaries of the site. This can be further hindered by
Council site specific requirements, although typically this will be a minimum 6m
from the road and 1.5m from the side boundary for dwelling of standard height. The
difficulty when considering a site suitable for relocation reuse and/ or adaptive reuse
of a Queenslander in its entirety is how the orientation of the dwelling can be best
utilised in terms of the site conditions, its road facing elevation, site aspect and
topography.
Not only is consideration required for the fabric of the building and overhang
of the roof eaves but other associated sundries, such as the placing of water tanks and
additions such as garages, car ports and sheds.
Corner lots pose further complications as the typical requirement is that both
road boundaries are required to have a minimum 6m set back, restricting the sites
usable space. Relaxations are possible with Council, however consideration to their
cost and the possible time delays to the delivery of a project should be weighed up
cautiously.
Heritage Requirements
The requirements of the Queensland Heritage Act 1992 are prescriptive and
ensure that the upkeep of registered buildings are to a satisfactory condition and not
altered from their original form. The objective of the Act is to provide for the
conservation of cultural heritage by registering to the Queensland Heritage Council
both throughout the State and locally. Power is exercised by the Minister to retain
buildings and artifacts of cultural heritage significance that provide sustainable
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benefit to the community. Where breaches occur restoration orders are issued.
Queensland Heritage Council register records State heritage, archaeological places
and protected areas provided one or more of the following criteria are met:
1.

the place is important in demonstrating the evolution or pattern of
Queensland’s history;

2.

the place demonstrates rare, uncommon or endangered aspects of
Queensland’s cultural heritage;

3.

the place has potential to yield information that will contribute to an
understanding of Queensland’s history;

4.

the place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a
particular class of cultural places;

5.

the place is important because of its aesthetic significance;

6.

the place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or
technical achievement at a particular period;

7.

the place has a strong or special association with a particular community or
cultural group for social, cultural or spiritual reasons;

8.

the place has a special association with the life or work of a particular
person, group or organisation of importance in Queensland’s history.

Character precinct
In most instances character precincts encourage the original features of the
Queenslander to be left as intended and to ensure conformity in appearance is
achieved consistently to an area.
Restriction on a buildings appearance both in form and use of materials can
hinder the desired outcome of a Queenslander remaining traditionally aesthetic.
Changes to the front façade can be costly to implement and impact upon other
aspects of the building fabric, such as detailing to ensure water tightness and against
the thermal coefficient of linear expansion between composite materials.
6.1.3 Summary and Evaluation of Queenslander Relocation Reuse
Queensland does not have one particular type of housing, but dominant
traditions of timber building, which evolved continuously from the rude timber hut of
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early settlement to the multi-gabled bungalow of the 1930’s and beyond. The
traditional Queenslander house, as we know it today, did not emerge for a
considerable time. It was born in the Colonial years, matured during the Victorian
period, flowered in the Federation era and was infiltrated by foreign influences
between the wars.
Evident from the examination undertaken in section 5.1, the Queensland house
is not just one specific style. It consists of many styles, which share the common
characteristics of being elevated, lightly framed, timber houses with tin roof and
verandah. Most houses built in Queensland from 1880 to 1940 were different from
those found elsewhere in Australia, because Queensland developed a vernacular
domestic dwelling tradition which was not totally innovative, but adapted elements
to create designs that suited the climate and owners. Consequently, the vernacular
Queensland house is recognised as having a unique Australian identity. (Rechner
1998) The increasing demand to develop existing land more densely has lead in part
to the industry of relocatable dwellings, as investigated throughout section 5.2 is
particularly applicable to inner city areas in and around the greater Brisbane area. As
investigatory researched in section 5.2; it is possible to incorporate principles of
regeneration reuse in a sympathetic manner, provided the basic materials and design
principles of the original structure are retained, being timber built it is easy to
optimise relocation, adaptive and building component reuse (Crozier and Fisher
1994). Regrettable examples of unsympathetic approach to regeneration reuse exist,
as exampled in Figure 5.22 were the owner builder has elected to incorporate an airconditioning systems rather than fully utilise the Queenslanders cross ventilation.
The alternative to control the internal temperature of the Queenslander through swing
or sliding doors, adjustable or passive vented lourves in internal and external walls
and at eaves and the ridge of the roof would have greater sustainable benefit. (UQ
1989)
6.2

BEDZED BUILDING COMPONENT REUSE

6.2.1 BedZED Building Component Reuse Reflection
The pedestrian access walkways between the first floor levels of the residential
units shown at BedZED in Figure 5.29 used new steel sections as the process of
arching reused sections through a steel bender was not undertaken. Reluctance by the
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contracted source to pass the reused sections through their steel bender was not a
satisfactory outcome, an alternative source could have been sort or stipulation, so this
element of the works was highlighted during the design stage for inclusion in the
tender specification. The steel section spans were considered during the design
process and as observed in Figure 5.30 gains in both horizontal and vertical spans
gave the ground floor commercial area greater volume for ease of future adaptive
reuse. This design process consideration, unlike the example of arched sections, was
specified in the tender documents and additional cost would be deemed an
investment to future proof any proposed alternative uses of the commercial
accommodation. The use of varying types of connection details for the steel frame so
as to allow greater flexibility of section sizing increasing the potential for suitable
reused section to be used, again is a positive attribute from the design process. The
risk associated with sourced demolition steel sections was allocated to the structural
engineer, steel can be considered low risk in comparison to other reused materials
that require more rigorous preparation before installation.
Timber as an example when being sourced from demolition sites will typically
require more labour intensive preparation when compared to steel in terms of its
value for building component reuse. As was evident in section 5.3.2 when the use of
timber sourced from demolition sites was assessed to be not economically viable as a
consequence of the de-nailing, preservation treatment and milling needed in its
preparation prior to installation. The cost of the preparation is not the only
consideration as management of the supply chain and storage needs will incur further
costs, as is examined in more detail in section 6.2.2. Reused building component
material should not be limited to the built environment, but sourced from other
industries such as the floor pictured in Figure 5.34 that was originally from a cargo
ship. An unrelated example is the use by Kevin McCloud in a television series where
an aviation reclamation yard was used to source the casing of a jet propelled engine
and teak timber salvaged from an ocean liner for use as a hot tub (spa) (Channel 4
2012).
Government policies that penalise on waste are well established in Australian
and UK jurisdictions, as examined in section 3.1.3 waste disposal is levied at landfill.
The use of recycled crushed green glass sand for the concrete paving reuse in section
5.3.3 was demonstrated as being a more cost effective option than using virgin sand
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due to aggregate tax, which is an example of a government incentive encouraging
designers to use alternatives other than new material.
6.2.2 BedZED Building Component Reuse Constraints
The constraint of labour cost emphasised from the literature review preamble
section 2.1.2 associated with the disassembly and deconstruction to extract building
components for reuse is clear. What also needs to be considered is the labour
intensive practices to prepare building components suitable for reuse, as outlined by
“component reuse requires that the component or subassembly is retrievable from the
rest of the product at end-of-life. Even for components that can easily be recovered
and are neither damaged nor obsolete, they may be incompatible with new products
as the component design is not standardised, or because the component is of
unknown specification”. (Cooper and Allwood 2012)
A constraint associated with the sourcing of materials is the availability of the
required quantity off the self from reclamation yards and demolition sites, design
process considerations for the lead in of such materials needs to be identified at an
early design process stage. The example from 5.3.2 of timber that had a treatment
preparation prior to installation was achievable in part because of the sourcing
provider making it economical viable. A recommendation from WRAP is that “wood
treatment classification can be confusing, a standardised mechanism should be put in
place to determine whether certain wood types are classed as treated or not." (Coss
and Wells 2009)
The examination of constraints as a consequence of code compliance is
comprehensive when reviewing section 6.1.1 for relocation reuse of Queenslanders,
many of these referenced examples are applicable to building component reuse. One
such example for BedZED is provided in section 5.3.2 outlining the need to meet
specific DDA requirements, although not code compliance specific another example
at BedZED is the relevance to fulfil DPR. Code compliance and DPR aspects of
building component reuse are varied and pose significant constraints, each must be
assessed on a project specific basis during the design process.
Section 5.3.2 details the supply chain that was established to meet the demand
for the installation of 350 timber reused doors at BedZED, however this approach
became unfavourable as a consequence of intensive management and a key
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stakeholder, the joiner not being satisfied with the doors. The supply chain in the
example broke down when poor quality doors passed through the entire supply chain
and only was the issue alerted to upon delivery of the doors to site. The cost
comparison in Table 5.2 identifies the fine line between a saving and an additional
cost when using timber reuse doors, which as a consequence of labour cost to
manage the supply chain identified in Figure 5.33 ultimately tipped the balance
towards cost.
The example in section 5.3.2 of using new timber at the BedZED project as an
alternative to reused timber, on further analysis conforms to the assessment selection
criteria of the performance, manufacturing process, energy, embodiment and
proximity to site of a material being suitable for building component reuse (Hewitt
and Telfer 2007). Accreditation certification schemes provide confidence to the
consumer that such criteria identified by Hewitt and Telfer have been assessed
independently, such as the FSC and other programmes provided in section 5.3.2.
Government organisations such as the UK Centre Point for Expertise on Timber
(CPET) approve schemes, such as the PEFC and FSC highlighted previously in
section 5.3.2 that satisfy the requirements for sustainable and legal timber. “It is
crucial to have a full ‘chain of custody’ to certify that there is a record of the path of
the timber from forests to consumers. Wood must be tracked from the forest site to
the finished product to ensure that all timber products are from recycled sources or
are certified by one of the CPET.” (Cheshire and Grant 2007) “Products bearing the
label of the FSC are presumed to comply with the technical specifications concerning
the sustainability of timber.” (Defranceschi, Ochoa Vidal and Moschitz 2007)

Figure 6.13. Fox cubs playing in FSC certified forest (FSC 2013)
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From the analysis of the BedZED concrete paving reuse it became impractical
as a consequence of material storage on site to install the slabs. From the findings
and this analysis of section 5.3 building component reuse at BedZED, when ordering
reusable materials other design process consideration include (CIRIA 2004):
•

material sources,

•

how much of each material is needed,

•

when and where materials are required,

•

asking suppliers to minimise packaging, and

•

when as an alternative to reused, source FSC timber.

Be prepared for deliveries:
•

know when deliveries are coming,

•

reject deliveries if incomplete or damaged,

•

have appropriate storage areas ready, and

•

know whether special handling is required.

When storing materials always remember to:
•

follow suppliers’ storage instructions,

•

keep harmful chemicals in secure areas,

•

protect lightweight materials from wind,

•

store liquids and sand away from drains, and

•

secure the site to avoid theft and vandalism.

Incorrect storage of materials can lead to increased:
•

damage and associated costs,

•

risk of injury,

•

chances of pollution,

•

waste, and

•

likelihood of theft.
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In addition to the previous points associated with ordering, accepting delivery,
and storing reused materials clearly mark designated set down areas for materials.
For less durable reused materials, consider storing within the structure as erection
proceeds, avoid leaving them unprotected at ground level, prone to damage and in
storage locations that will create impracticalities when having to pass materials
through the completed structure to the area of installation (Reynolds and Enjily
2005).
6.2.3 Summary and Evaluation of BedZED Building Component Reuse
Although the use of differing types of connection between the steel frame
sections was adopted, this design process consideration could have been taken a step
further by refusing the use of welded connections. Although bolted connections on
the steel frame were included, a regime of exclusively using them would have
secured future ease of disassembly for deconstruction, adaptive reuse and waste.
Interestingly a design process consideration that offers greater flexibility at the
preliminary stage in the use of dimensional spans of reused materials is demonstrated
at either end of the sizing spectrum. The use of longer spans of steel sections offered
the commercial area greater opportunity of adaptive reuse, where as the use of
shorter lengths of timber were more readily available at a cost saving and can be
assumed better quality due to the quantity stocked.
An aspect of the BedZED kitchen unit installation was not to use reused
materials as a consequence of non-fulfilment of the DPR, and to select new timber
from overseas sources as an alternative to locally sourced materials. The case to use
timber sourced from overseas is clear from section 5.3.2, Australian guidance from
Far North Queensland (FNQ) recommends sourcing imported plantation timbers with
certification is acceptable, but buying Australian timber is preferable as transport
emissions will be lower. As a last resort, in situations where reused or plantation
timber will not suffice, FSC or Ecotimber certified products should be used
(Cairns Regional Council 2011). Even this approach is questionable given the vast
distances that would be incurred by transporting bulk timber materials from southern,
western and closer northern and eastern regions of Australia to FNQ.
The EU has recently adopted a further step as of the 3rd March 2013 to
legislate imported materials, specifically the (Official Journal of the European Union
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2010), as “Timber Regulation counters the trade in illegally harvested timber and
timber products through three key obligations:
1. prohibit the placing on the EU market for the first time of illegally harvested
timber and products derived from such timber,
2. require EU traders who place timber products on the EU market for the first
time to exercise 'due diligence',
3. once on the market, the timber and timber products may be sold on and/ or
transformed before they reach the final consumer. To facilitate the
traceability of timber products economic operators in this part of the supply
chain (referred to as traders in the regulation) have an obligation to.
‘Due dilgence’ is where the three key elements of the "due diligence system"
are:
1. Information: The operator must have access to information describing the
timber and timber products, country of harvest, species, quantity, details of
the supplier and information on compliance with national legislation.
2. Risk assessment: The operator should assess the risk of illegal timber in his
supply chain, based on the information identified above and taking into
account criteria set out in the regulation.
3. Risk mitigation: When the assessment shows that there is a risk of illegal
timber in the supply chain that risk can be mitigated by requiring additional
information and verification from the supplier.”
Benefits from using small sections, optimising material use and using off-cuts
are all evident in section 5.3, further methods of minimising waste in addition to
those identified in Table 3.2, section 3.3.1 during building component reuse, include
(Cairns Regional Council 2011):
•

reuse or recycle unwanted materials,

•

minimises off cuts through ensuring that design process considerations
optimise dimensional sizing of materials,

•

do not over order material,

•

protect materials from being damaged onsite, and
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•

return over supplied materials back to supplier or other source.

When waste is generated through the process of construction or installation of
building component reuse on site the following methods should be adopted:
•

create areas within for the site for the storage of predetermined
categories of waste,

•

separate the categorised waste in to separate recoverable and nonrecoverable storage,

•

record the movement of waste materials whilst on site and where
practical once off site, and

•

prepare, label and store off cuts that are of a usable size and condition
for immediate use or for future maintenance.

When managing building component reuse have procedures to:
•

facilitate at the source for delivery packaging and materials products
aiding the movement of materials to be returned or reused or recycled,
and

•

crush large quantities of concrete, bricks and hard materials and use for
road base, retaining walls, drainage etc.

6.3

BATTERSEA POWER STATION ADAPTIVE REUSE

6.3.1 Battersea Power Station Adaptive Reuse against Demolition
The Battersea Power Station was considered to have become obsolete 30 years
ago and has subsequently been neglected in relation to the cyclical maintenance of its
building envelope and structure. Its dilapidated condition in part is evident by repairs
identified in section 5.4.3 through assessment of the planning drawings submitted by
BPSDG; a detailed examination of the adaptive reuse structural alterations required
are examined later in this section. Although obsolete Battersea Power Station has not
been neglected for a significant a long period beyond reasonable repair, and many of
the architectural features that give its character remain.
Adaptive Reuse Design Principles & Objectives
The BPSDG has proposed in its planning submission to Wandsworth Council
to fulfil design principles and objectives to bring the Power Station back from its
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exiting condition of obsolesces to a vibrant multiple-use facility at the centre of a
larger master planned development. The design principles and objectives to
achieving this aim are varied, the adaptive reuse aspect set out by the architect,
Rafael Viñoly follow (BPSDG 2009):
•

There should be an abiding commitment to retain the Power Station as a
clear whole.

•

To renovate and restore the Grade II* listed Power Station to provide
stability to the existing structure and fabric in a meaningful way.

•

To introduce new openings that are in proportion with the existing
enclosure.

•

To make new extensions/ additions that use contemporary materials
that are respectful of existing fabric, but in such way that they are
clearly not part of the existing fabric.

•

To maintain the iconic nature and silhouette of the Power Station.

The flexibility that the existing structure offers for adaptive reuse are clearly
observed from review of the scale and volume of the Turbine Halls and the openness
of the Boiler House. Yet with these open areas an element of the original context of
the Power Station will be retained through the restoration of its interior finishes,
structure and external fabric. The link also to its past achievements in energy
efficiency can be traced in the specification of the CCHP system, which is a
reflection on the past operations during World War II that used wastewater for a
district heating system supplying a nearby development.
Structural Constraints
As alluded to earlier in this section to maximise the potential for adaptive reuse
structural alterations are required, whilst care is need to renovate and refurbish the
existing structure. The extent of the structural works are provided in Figure 6.14 and
Figure 6.15 that highlight the areas of the existing structure that remain in blue, that
are strengthened in green and where new structural works in red are undertaken. The
internal layout generally remains as existing, due to constraints associated with the
existing structure sensitive adaptions require some minor demolition of the fabric.
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Figure 6.14. Case Study Battersea Power Station – Existing Structure and Substructure West (Battersea A) to East (Battersea B) Section (BPSDG 2009)

Figure 6.15. Case Study Battersea Power Station – New, Retention of Existing and
Supportive Structural Works West (Battersea A) to East (Battersea B) Section
(BPSDG 2009)
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The element of works that can be considered the most controversial is the
proposed taking down and replacement of the four chimneys with identical iconic
structures. Yet based on the aims of the design principles and objectives a solution
still for consideration is the viability to repair rather than replace the chimneys. The
approach to repair rather than to replace would trigger heritage Listed Building
Consent associated with the Battersea Power Stations Grade II* status, and further
English Heritage approvals would be required. Initially £100 million has been
allocated to complete repairs of the Power Station that include works to external
brickwork, wash towers, the steel frame, windows and the replacement of the four
chimneys. Enabling works associated with the master plan development are
scheduled to get underway during the summer of 2013 and complete in 2016, the
works to the Power Station are planned to commence in October 2013
(Building Design 2013). A summary of the key initial structural components work to
the Power Station and Wash Towers follows.
Replacement in part to the structural masonry walls, specifically the corners of
the Power Stations west elevations and inclusion of a more flexible mortar mix,
which gives greater flexibility for the allowance of movement as a consequence of
differential thermal coefficient of linear expansion between the brickwork and other
materials in the structure.
The Power Station east elevations wall beam and inter connecting column tops
will be intrusively investigated to determine the extent of structural repairs that are
necessary. Like the east elevation, the north façade beam will be assessed for repairs
that cannot be pre determined, however it is anticipated that both wall beams will be
replaced.
Works to the Power Station Wash Towers structural composition will require
all internal structural beams, bracing and columns to be removed, so as to allow
greater flexibility for adaptive reuse for the proposed lift wells staircases and
amenities. The masonry external elevations will be retained and repaired with a
methodology similar to that of the other Power House elevations brickwork. The
structural integrity of the Wash Towers will be based on an internally reinforced
concrete shear wall pinned to the existing masonry walls with stainless steel ties.
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6.3.2 Battersea Power Station Adaptable Building System Design Process
Considerations
The definition of an adaptable building is “a building that has been designed
with thought of how it might be easily altered to prolong its life”. (Addis and
Schouten 2004) The Battersea Power Station works being undertaken to achieve
adaptive reuse of the existing structure are well documented, the adaptable building
design system design as part of the process considerations need to ensure the new
works are flexible again for future adaptive reuse.

Figure 6.16. Input–output diagram for an adaptable building system (Gosling et al.
2013)
When using Figure 6.16 as a basis for reviewing enablers of an adaptable
building system (Gosling et al. 2013), and the proposed Battersea Power Station
works against the Design Flexibility points 1., 2., 3. and 4. the following evaluation
is made below.
1. Layering of building components – Typically the works provide a
shell life expectancy of 50 years, 10 to 15 year life span and partitions,
finishes and furniture 5 to 7 years. When excluding the residential
developments of the Power Station the robustness of the Turbine Halls,
Boiler House and Wash Towers far exceed these useful life
expectancies. Further the uniqueness of the existing structure offers
greater flexibility of future design, thus improving the ARP.
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2. Indeterminacy – The greater the structural frames capacity for
increased loading, the sizing of space to create openness enhances the
flexibility to manage the future indeterminacy of use. The Battersea
Power Stations multiple-uses, openness of space, as examples the
retail, event and office areas certainly fulfill the criteria of managing
indeterminacy of use when not considering the structural capacity.
3. Component interchangeability – If considering the office open floor
plans to be constructed for wide-ranging tenancies, the opportunity to
use modular demountable partitioning and adaptable grid ceiling tiles
configuration interlinked to service delivering through the floor, walls
and ceiling would make this practical.
4. Component integration – The fulfillment of component integration is
dependent on the process to disassembly or deconstruct, from the
assessment of the planning submission documentation there is no
definitive design principle or objective nor statement relating to these
processes.
During the project process and on completion of the works greater flexibility is
required to meet unforeseen changes in future use of buildings. The future building
use can be gauged by determining its ‘fitness for purpose’, which in the study by
(Gosling et al. 2013) is represented by two separate variables, specifically user
fitness and technical fitness. When evaluating the proposed Power Station works
against the Process Flexibility points 5., 6. and 7. the below is observed.
5. Flexibility in planning/ project process – A design process
consideration of advance planning, such as to modify floor plates and
areas for future fitness for purpose requirements. Its success depends
on the adaptability of the space within an existing building (Bullen and
Love 2011). Assessed as flexible throughout certain proposed uses of
the Battersea Power Station project, specifically openness of floor
plates in the office accommodation and volume of space in the events
and control room areas. Factors of flexibility in planning/ project
process form the core appraisal criteria for adaptive reuse principles,
which are outlined in section 6.3.3 based on researches by (Bullen and
Love 2010; Conejos, Langston and Smith 2013).
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6. Supply chain integration – Collaboration of the supply chain, as
identified in the BedZED case study sections 5.3.2 and 6.2.2 is critical
in the success of achieving building component reuse. The same
approach of integration of the supply chain in the adaptable building
system is needed, however the collaborative mechanism has to go
further than just the construction process and consider the future fitness
for purpose needs, which can be evolved through the inclusion of
building users and facilities managers in design stages.
7. Supply chain flexibility – Using the example of timber reuse doors
aforesaid from the BedZED project evidence of the supply chain
breakdown highlighted the mechanisms vulnerability and need of
having the ability to reconfigure the supply chain links, adapt to
design/ product requirements, to increase supplier responsiveness and
to integrate the supply chain.

6.3.3 Summary and Evaluation of Battersea Power Station Adaptive Reuse
Though it is generally felt that there is a lack of consensus as to what design
process considerations would best maximise the ARP of existing buildings (Conejos,
Langston and Smith 2013). The ‘Adaptive reuse decision-making process model’
(Bullen and Love 2010) and ‘Proposed adaptSTAR model’ (Conejos, Langston and
Smith 2013), provide comprehensive adaptive reuse appraisal criteria, as shown in
Table 6.1 to assist in decision making to determine if proposed works meet the
requirements to satisfying adaptive reuse. Further the iconCUR model decisionmaking outcome is based on the relationship between existing structural and fabric
condition of the building and its current level of fitness for purpose. For
summarisation of its assessment processes the key aspects of the decision making
model are simply (Langston and Smith 2012):
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•

Low condition and low fitness for purpose - reconstruct or dispose

•

High condition and high fitness for purpose - retain or extend

•

Low condition and high fitness for purpose - renovate or preserve

•

High condition and low fitness for purpose - reuse or adapt
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Table 6.1. Adaptive Reuse Appraisal Criteria (Bullen and Love 2010; Conejos, Langston and Smith
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From review of the appraisal criteria in Table 6.1. Adaptive Reuse Appraisal
Criteria (Bullen and Love 2010; Conejos, Langston and Smith 2013) the Battersea
Power Station project fulfills the criteria that adaptive reuse is well demonstrated.
This determination is supported by adopting a similar iconCUR conceptual
framework approach, based on the project being assessed by structural and fabric
condition (x axis) and fitness for purpose levels (y axis) to a scale of 0 (low) to 5
(high) represented in Figure 6.17 (Langston and Smith 2012).
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Figure 6.17. Battersea Power Station Project Adaptive Reuse Determination based
on Condition (x axis) and Fitness for Purpose (y axis), adapted from the iconCUR
Conceptual Framework (Langston and Smith 2012)
From the determination through appraisal that the Battersea Power Station
project demonstrates the regeneration reuse principle of adaptive reuse. Future
adaptability based on an ‘intervention subsystem’ for improving the fitness for
purpose of Battersea Power Station through an adaptable building system approach
setout in section 6.3.2. Where the concept of ‘interventions’ is a fitness for purpose
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adaptation either as a technical or end user change, for example in providing thermal
insulation measures to improve energy efficiency operational output to fulfill
changes in compliance requirements. Based on the proposed multiple-uses, floor
plates and volumes of areas, although not defined in the design principles and
objectives an initial assessment of Battersea Power Station having flexibility of
interventions is good. For example an intervention subsystem at Battersea Power
Station is the flexibility of in addition to the 10% allocation of wheelchair adapted
residential units, all residential units are to be designed to meet Lifetime Homes
Standards (LHS) future adaptability needs. The fitness for purpose residential units
invention to design for flexibility, specifically adaptability to accommodate the
changing needs of elderly and habitants with accessibility needs. LHS units require
design for flexibility interventions such as structural design process considerations to
allow, for example, the installation of lifts or hoisting equipment and reconfiguration
of bathing and sleeping facilities whilst habitants remain in situ (BPSDG 2009).
In the year that Battersea Power Station became obsolete coincidently (Seeley
1983) observed the useful life of building property assets historically have been
difficult to forecast as a consequence of premature obsolescence. It is seen that by
extending the lifecycle of a building property asset the deterioration of its existing
failures and maintenance requirements can be managed effectively, such as structural
stabilisation and inclusion of new technologies (Kendall 1999). One example of a
new technology being included in the existing adaptive reuse project at Battersea
Power Station are the variable speed escalators and lifts with regenerative motors
reducing the energy impact of the user. Individual building elements and components
have different life expectancies, and point when repair or maintenance is required
before they become detrimental to the usage of a building, is exampled in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2. Life expectancy examples for building elements and components (BSI 1992)
Description	
  
Replaceable	
  
Maintainable	
  
Lifelong	
  

Life	
  
Shorter	
  life	
  than	
  the	
  building	
  life	
  and	
  
replacement	
  can	
  be	
  envisaged	
  at	
  design	
  
stage	
  
Will	
  last,	
  with	
  periodic	
  treatment,	
  for	
  the	
  life	
  
of	
  the	
  building	
  

Project	
  examples	
  
Most	
  floor	
  finishes	
  and	
  service	
  installation	
  
components	
  
	
  

Will	
  last	
  for	
  the	
  life	
  of	
  the	
  building	
  

Foundations	
  and	
  main	
  structural	
  elements	
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Most	
  
external	
  cladding,	
  doors	
  and	
  windows	
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Building Information Modeling (BIM) offers significant potential in linking
technical performance data, such as engineering, construction and material data, with
that of other system models in order to monitor adaptability trade-offs and choices.
BIM would provide a platform for exploiting adaptable building systems, (such as
(Gosling et al. 2013) previously detailed in 6.3.2 and further evolved in Figure 6.18)
and monitoring feedback dynamics, enhancing the ARP of existing and new
buildings to create long life buildings.

Figure 6.18. Building adaptation system (Gosling et al. 2013)
Limitations that exist with the Battersea Power Station project could be
addressed with the above detailed application of BIM, as although adaptive reuse of
the grade II* listed building being retained, restored and altered as a flagship
European zero carbon development must be commended. The Battersea Power
Station has limitations as there is no distinct affordable housing area, but three
distinct and very different residential unit types penthouses, roof garden duplexes
and loft apartments. Specific residential types also have exclusive rather than
community access to the amenities, including generous landscaped rooftop gardens,
open-air swimming and tennis court. Other UK adaptive reuse schemes have this
limitation, such as the London Docklands, Swansea Maritime Quarter, Bristol
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Docklands and Cardiff Bay that offer limited levels of affordable housing (Bromley,
Tallon and Thomas 2005).
6.4

REGENERATION REUSE ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION
From assessment of the research activity and its analysis in evaluation the

drivers and constraints when considering incorporating the principles of building
component reuse, relocation reuse and adaptive reuse in to a development project.
The objectives of this section when outlined in the categories of: economic, social,
environment, government, technological, legal, physical, functional, political, health,
education, design, market, and C & D industry - detailed from Table 1.1, section
2.1.2 and Table 6.1, section 6.3.3 and more generally the analysis of the research
activities from Chapter 6:
1. Categorise drivers and apportion each to the principles of regeneration
reuse,
2. Categorise constraints and apportion each to the principles of
regeneration reuse, and
3. Summarise through example some key contributing driver and
constraint factors when including principles of regeneration reuse to a
development project.
6.4.1 Regeneration Reuse Drivers
In evaluation the drivers when considering incorporating the principles of
regeneration reuse in a development project are represented in Table 6.3:

Table 6.3.
Regeneration Reuse Drivers by Category

Categorised	
  Regeneration	
  Reuse	
  Drivers	
  
Economic	
  
Enabling	
  improvements	
  to	
  the	
  commercial	
  performance	
  
	
  Improving	
  building	
  condition	
  
Adopting	
  
internal	
  improvements	
  
	
  
Exploiting	
  
the	
  attributes	
  of	
  existing	
  buildings	
  
	
  
Enabling	
  the	
  market	
  value	
  of	
  buildings	
  to	
  be	
  maintained	
  
Marketing	
  the	
  traditional	
  features	
  of	
  existing	
  buildings	
  
Gaining	
  commercial	
  benefits	
  by	
  exploiting	
  the	
  value	
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Building	
  
Relocation	
  
Component	
   Reuse	
  
Reuse	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

✔	
  
	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
	
  

Adaptive	
  
Reuse	
  

	
  

	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
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✔

✔

	
  

	
  

Image/	
  Identity	
  -‐	
  social	
  and	
  cultural	
  attributes	
  
	
  Aesthetics	
  -‐	
  architectural	
  beauty,	
  good	
  appearance,	
  
Landscape/	
  
proportion	
   Townscape	
  -‐	
  visual	
  coherence	
  and	
  
History/	
  
Authenticity	
  
-‐	
  original	
  
fabric	
  
organization	
  
of	
  the	
  built	
  
environment	
  
Amenity	
  -‐	
  provides	
  comfort	
  and	
  convenience	
  facilities	
  
Human	
  Scale-‐anthropometrics	
  and	
  fit	
  
Neighbourhood	
  -‐	
  local	
  and	
  social	
  communities	
  
Retaining	
  the	
  social	
  and	
  cultural	
  amenity	
  
Capitalising	
  on	
  the	
  proximity	
  of	
  existing	
  buildings	
  
Exploiting	
  the	
  location	
  to	
  retail	
  and	
  hospitality	
  
Avoiding	
  existing	
  buildings	
  becoming	
  dilapidated	
  
Retaining	
  urban	
  fabric	
  
Avoiding	
  existing	
  buildings	
  remaining	
  vacant	
  
Upgrading	
  buildings	
  to	
  avoid	
  depressing	
  areas	
  
Retaining	
  buildings	
  to	
  stabilise	
  areas	
  
Maintaining	
  built	
  heritage	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  

✔

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Treating	
  buildings	
  as	
  renewable	
  resources	
  
	
  Reducing	
  consumption	
  of	
  resources	
  
Saving	
  
energy	
  
	
  
Reducing	
  emissions	
  generated	
  during	
  manufacture	
  
Reducing	
  solid	
  waste	
  from	
  demolition	
  
Avoiding	
  disturbance	
  to	
  adjacent	
  properties	
  
Avoiding	
  
construction	
  of	
  new	
  building	
  
	
  
Reducing	
  use	
  of	
  Greenfield	
  sites	
  
Reclaiming	
  energy	
  originally	
  embodied	
  
Enabling	
  the	
  quality	
  of	
  internal	
  environments	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  

	
  
	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  

	
  
	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  

✔
✔
✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

	
  

	
  

	
  

Supporting	
  government	
  policies	
  
Integrating	
  government	
  sustainability	
  strategies	
  
Environment	
  
Supporting	
  policies	
  and	
  strategies	
  
Ensuring	
  
existing	
  buildings	
  are	
  code	
  compliant	
  
	
  
Adopting	
  reuse	
  projects	
  
Providing	
  support	
  to	
  government	
  drives	
  
Adopting	
  sustainability	
  rating	
  systems	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔

Maintaining	
  the	
  commercial	
  viability	
  

Social	
  

Environment	
  

Government	
  

Technological	
  

Orientation-‐micro	
  climate	
  
Glazing-‐sunlight	
  glare	
  control	
  and	
  regulation	
  
Environment	
  
Insulation	
  and	
  Shading-‐thermal	
  mass	
  
Natural	
  
Lighting-‐inclusion	
  for	
  natural	
  daylight	
  
	
  
Natural	
  Ventilation-‐optimise	
  airflow,	
  quality,	
  etc.	
  
Building	
  Management	
  Systems-‐monitor	
  and	
  control	
  
Solar	
  Access-‐measures	
  for	
  summer	
  and	
  winter	
  sun	
  

Legal	
  	
  

Standard	
  of	
  Finish-‐provision	
  for	
  high	
  standard	
  
	
  Fire	
  Protection-‐provisions	
  for	
  fire	
  safety	
  
Indoor	
  Environmental	
  Quality-‐provisions	
  
Occupational	
  
Health	
  and	
  Safety-‐special	
  needs	
  
	
  	
  
Security-‐provision	
  of	
  direct	
  and	
  passive	
  surveillance	
  
Comfort-‐hygiene	
  
and	
  clean	
  environment,	
  etc.	
  
designs	
  
Disability	
  Access-‐provision	
  for	
  disability	
  easement	
  
Energy	
  
Rating-‐environmental	
  performance	
  measures	
  
	
  
Acoustics-‐noise	
  control,	
  sound	
  insulation,	
  etc	
  
	
  Physical	
  
Structural	
  Integrity-‐structural	
  design	
  of	
  the	
  building	
  
Material	
  Durability-‐durability	
  of	
  the	
  building	
  asset	
  
Environment	
  
Workmanship-‐quality	
  of	
  craftsmanship	
  of	
  structure	
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✔	
  
	
  
	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

✔	
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✔	
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✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔	
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✔	
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✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔

	
  

✔	
  

✔

	
  

	
  

	
  

✔	
  

✔	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔
✔
✔

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔
✔
✔

	
  

	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
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Maintainability-‐building’s	
  capability	
  to	
  conserve	
  
Design	
  Complexity-‐various	
  geometries	
  
Prevailing	
  Climate-‐changing	
  climatic	
  conditions	
  
Foundation-‐differential	
  settlement	
  and	
  movement	
  	
  
	
  Functional	
  
Flexibility-‐space	
  capability	
  to	
  change	
  
Disassembly-‐options	
  
for	
  relocate,	
  reuse,	
  recycle,	
  	
  
Environment	
  
Spatial	
  Flow-‐mobility,	
  open	
  plan,	
  fluid	
  and	
  continuous	
  
Convertibility-‐divisibility,	
  
elasticity,	
  multi-‐functionality	
  
	
  
Atria-‐open	
  
areas,	
  interior	
  gardens,	
  etc.	
  	
  
	
  
Structural	
  
Grid-‐ideal	
  and	
  economical	
  limit	
  of	
  span	
  
	
  
Service	
  
Ducts	
  and	
  Corridors-‐vertical	
  circulation	
  
	
  

Political	
  And	
  Health	
  

Adjacent	
  Buildings-‐adjacent	
  enclosures	
  
Ecological	
  Footprint	
  
Environment	
  
Conservation-‐principles,	
  guidelines,	
  charters	
  
Community	
  
Interest/	
  Participation-‐Stakeholder	
  
	
  
Urban	
  Master	
  plan-‐integrated	
  skyline,	
  urban	
  
Zoning-‐land	
  uses	
  and	
  land	
  patterns	
  
Ownership-‐collaborative	
  commitment	
  
	
  Design	
  
Design	
  for	
  deconstruction	
  

✔	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

✔	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

✔	
  

Environment	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔

	
  

	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔

	
  
	
  

	
  

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔

✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔	
  
✔
✔

	
  
	
  

✔	
  

	
  

	
  

6.4.2 Regeneration Reuse Constraints
In evaluation the constraints when considering incorporating the principles of
regeneration reuse in a development are represented in Table 6.4:

Table 6.4.
Regeneration Reuse Constraints by Category

Categorised	
  Regeneration	
  Reuse	
  Constraints	
  
Economic	
  
Planning	
  Constraints	
  
Site	
  
Access	
  
	
  
	
  
Plot	
  
Size	
  
	
  
Enabling	
  
improvements	
  to	
  the	
  commercial	
  performance	
  
Enabling	
  
the	
  market	
  value	
  of	
  buildings	
  to	
  be	
  maintained	
  
	
  
Marketing	
  
the	
  traditional	
  features	
  of	
  existing	
  buildings	
  
	
  

Social	
  

Aesthetics	
  -‐	
  architectural	
  beauty,	
  good	
  appearance,	
  
	
  Landscape/	
  
proportion	
   Townscape	
  -‐	
  visual	
  coherence	
  and	
  
Human	
  
Scale-‐anthropometrics	
  
and	
  fit	
  
organization	
  
of	
  the	
  built	
  environment	
  
Retaining	
  the	
  social	
  and	
  cultural	
  amenity	
  
Retaining	
  urban	
  fabric	
  
Retaining	
  buildings	
  to	
  stabilise	
  areas	
  
Maintaining	
  built	
  heritage	
  

Environment	
  

Building	
  
Relocation	
  
Component	
   Reuse	
  
Reuse	
  
	
  
	
  

✖	
  
	
  
	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
	
  

✖	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Adaptive	
  
Reuse	
  

	
  

	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  

✖	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

✖	
  

✖	
  
✖
✖
✖
✖
✖

✖
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Reducing	
  solid	
  waste	
  from	
  demolition	
  
Avoiding	
  disturbance	
  to	
  adjacent	
  properties	
  
Reducing	
  
use	
  of	
  Greenfield	
  sites	
  
	
  

Government	
  

Ensuring	
  existing	
  buildings	
  are	
  code	
  compliant	
  
Environment	
  
Adopting	
  
sustainability	
  rating	
  systems	
  

Technological	
  

	
  Orientation-‐micro	
  climate	
  
Glazing-‐sunlight	
  glare	
  control	
  and	
  regulation	
  
Environment	
  
Insulation	
  and	
  Shading-‐thermal	
  mass	
  
Natural	
  
Lighting-‐inclusion	
  for	
  natural	
  daylight	
  
	
  
Natural	
  Ventilation-‐optimise	
  airflow,	
  quality,	
  etc.	
  
Building	
  Management	
  Systems-‐monitor	
  and	
  control	
  
Solar	
  Access-‐measures	
  for	
  summer	
  and	
  winter	
  sun	
  

Legal	
  	
  

Standard	
  of	
  Finish-‐provision	
  for	
  high	
  standard	
  
	
  
Fire	
  
Protection-‐provisions	
  for	
  fire	
  safety	
  
Indoor	
  Environmental	
  Quality-‐provisions	
  
Occupational	
  
Health	
  and	
  Safety-‐special	
  needs	
  
	
  
Security-‐provision	
  of	
  direct	
  and	
  passive	
  surveillance	
  
Comfort-‐hygiene	
  
and	
  clean	
  environment,	
  etc.	
  
designs	
  
Disability	
  Access-‐provision	
  for	
  disability	
  easement	
  
Energy	
  
Rating-‐environmental	
  performance	
  measures	
  
	
  
Acoustics-‐noise	
  control,	
  sound	
  insulation,	
  etc	
  
	
  Physical	
  
Structural	
  Integrity-‐structural	
  design	
  of	
  the	
  building	
  
Environment	
  
Material	
  
Durability-‐durability	
  of	
  the	
  building	
  asset	
  
Workmanship-‐quality	
  of	
  craftsmanship	
  of	
  structure	
  
Maintainability-‐building’s	
  
capability	
  to	
  conserve	
  
	
  
Design	
  Complexity-‐various	
  geometries	
  
Prevailing	
  Climate-‐changing	
  climatic	
  conditions	
  
Foundation-‐differential	
  settlement	
  and	
  movement	
  	
  
	
  Functional	
  
Flexibility-‐space	
  capability	
  to	
  change	
  
Environment	
  
Disassembly-‐options	
  
for	
  relocate,	
  reuse,	
  recycle,	
  	
  
Spatial	
  Flow-‐mobility,	
  open	
  plan,	
  fluid	
  and	
  continuous	
  
Convertibility-‐divisibility,	
  
elasticity,	
  multi-‐functionality	
  
	
  
Atria-‐open	
  
areas,	
  interior	
  gardens,	
  etc.	
  	
  
	
  
Structural	
  
Grid-‐ideal	
  and	
  economical	
  limit	
  of	
  span	
  
	
  
Service	
  
Ducts	
  and	
  Corridors-‐vertical	
  circulation	
  
	
  

Political	
  And	
  Health	
  

Adjacent	
  Buildings-‐adjacent	
  enclosures	
  
Environment	
  
Ecological	
  
Footprint	
  
Conservation-‐principles,	
  guidelines,	
  charters	
  
Community	
  
Interest/	
  Participation-‐Stakeholder	
  
	
  
Urban	
  Master	
  plan-‐integrated	
  skyline,	
  urban	
  
Zoning-‐land	
  uses	
  and	
  land	
  patterns	
  
Ownership-‐collaborative	
  commitment	
  
	
  Education	
  
Designers/	
  builder	
  attitude:	
  “new	
  is	
  better”	
  	
  
	
  
Lack	
  
of	
  resources	
  for	
  education	
  on	
  deconstruction	
  
Lack	
  of	
  research	
  into	
  deconstruction	
  
Lack	
  
of	
  information	
  and	
  tools	
  to	
  implement	
  
	
  
Design	
  
	
  deconstruction	
  
Design	
  for	
  deconstruction	
  
Environment	
  
Lack	
  
of	
  education	
  on	
  design	
  for	
  deconstruction	
  
	
  
Lack	
  of	
  understanding	
  benefits	
  and	
  opportunities	
  
Lack	
  
of	
  understanding	
  and	
  use	
  of	
  LCA	
  tools	
  
	
  

Market	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

✖
✖

✖	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

✖	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
	
  

✖	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

✖	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

✖	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

✖	
  
✖

	
  

	
  

✖	
  
✖

✖	
  
✖

	
  

	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖
✖

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖
✖

	
  

	
  
	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖
✖
✖
✖

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖
✖
✖
✖

	
  

	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖
✖

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖
✖

	
  

	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖
✖

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖
✖

	
  

	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖
✖

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖
✖

	
  

	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
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High	
  cost	
  of	
  transport	
  and	
  storage	
  of	
  recycled	
  materials	
  
Uses	
  for	
  some	
  salvaged	
  materials	
  are	
  undeveloped	
  
Quality/	
  quantities	
  of	
  reused	
  materials	
  are	
  difficult	
  
	
  C	
  &	
  D	
  industry	
  
	
  Hardly	
  regulated	
  industry	
  
Environment	
  
Lack	
  
of	
  communication	
  and	
  networking	
  in	
  the	
  C	
  &	
  D	
  
Demolition	
  is	
  usually	
  a	
  low	
  profit	
  margin	
  industry	
  
	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  

✖	
  
✖	
  
✖	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

6.4.3 Summary and Evaluation of Regeneration Reuse
Government policy drivers can encourage development, particularly in the case
of heritage buildings, through the use of financial incentives. Building code and
planning relaxation incentives such as the City of Los Angeles Adaptive Reuse
Program 2004 (Bullen and Love 2011), which for example includes deemed to
satisfy alternatives to fire protection, disabled access and parking allocation for
heritage buildings. A barrier of heritage buildings can be trades unfamiliarity with
older materials, the need of detailed structural evaluation. Current layouts confined
by existing structural elements of beams and bracing, such as those of the Wash
Towers of the Battersea Power Station project maybe inappropriate for any change of
use. (Ball 1999) highlights that although many architects believing adaptive reuse of
existing buildings to multiple-uses is less prestigious than constructing as new, it is
often the constraints that result in innovative design process consideration that
provide greater value. Against this are the pressures of rising new construction cost
when adaptive reuse projects provide an economically viable alternative, and the
perception that value of age, character, architectural form and uniqueness of existing
buildings out weigh those of new (Bullen 2007). As a financial driver it is potentially
cheaper to adapt than to demolish and rebuild inasmuch as the structural and building
fabric components already exist (Bullen and Love 2011), as analysed in Figure 6.19.

Figure 6.19. Drivers and Barriers of Adaptive Reuse (Bullen and Love 2011)
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Although principles of regeneration reuse can be assessed as containing
overriding drivers to incorporate them in project, it is highly likely that drivers will
have associated constraints. Such an example is the existing masonry repairs at
Battersea Power Station, where sorting and cleaning of reclaimed bricks are labour
intensive processes that generally represent a financial obstacle to reusing bricks.
Although lime mortars are far easier to separate from the bricks than cement, the
working conditions can be a problem. As cleaning machines cause dust pollution and
noise, manual labour is still often preferred (Nordby et al. 2009).
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
This chapter contains conclusions, limitations, and recommendations to the
integration and dissemination of the principles of regeneration reuse, explicitly
relating to the research activities, literature review summary and evaluation of waste
management and the design process.
The research activities demonstrate that Queenslanders are compatible within
their legislative framework for use in the principles of relocation, adaptive and
building component reuse. However the studies critical assessment of incentives and
constraints generated by the requirements of the BCA when incorporating
regeneration reuse in to a Queenslander project is limited. From knowledge gained
through assessment of barriers and incentives to incorporate principles of
regeneration reuse into Queenslander context construction projects, the research
activities find that the optimum assessment of a Queenslander’s suitability for
regeneration reuse after deconstruction is intricately linked to the design process. The
scenarios for material reclamation and regeneration reuse in the built environment
including the overall design process, the RIBA work stages and waste management
cycle Figure 3.7, represents with a blue arrow where waste becomes available as
‘product’ for regeneration reuse.
Once a ‘product becomes available for regeneration reuse it becomes the
design management responsibility, as shown in Figure 3.7 with a black arrow where
the completion of the designs preliminary evaluation is concurrent with the property
asset stage. This evaluation of when to incorporate the principles of regeneration
reuse into the design process is justifiable, as its inclusion in the Queenslander
context is dependant on their being a property asset to relocate, adapt or deconstruct
for building components. In conclusion industrial ecology explained in section 1.1 of
the introduction can only be achieved by consciously recognising the analogy
between Figure 1.2. Closed Loop Thinking (Addis and Schouten 2004) and Figure
1.3. Waste Management Cycle (Hurley and McGrath 2001) in the design process.
Fundamentally the absence of an RIBA plan of work stage and AIA phase for
deconstruction in the design process, as discussed in section 3.2.3 severely limits the
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conceptual framework of regeneration reuse. From the evaluation of a property asset
being available for regeneration reuse after deconstruction; research activities in
sections 5.1 and 5.2 have identified the incentives and constraints when seeking to
incorporate relocation, adaptive and building component reuse in to construction
work of a Queenslander domestic dwelling. An RIBA or AIA deconstruction stage
needs to consider on-site reuse of structures and building components suitable for
reuse, and processes to include them back into the supply chain for other projects
through regeneration reuse outlets. The potential to use ‘products’ from building
component reuse are examined in section 5.3, and examples of such applications
further develop the requirement to have a detailed understanding of the supply chain.
Regeneration reuse outlets such as reclamation yards and demolition contractors
would need to optimise the exchange of a ‘product’ based on its availability and by
material labelling and measurements. The concept of the supply chain detailed in
section 5.3.2 must ensure that interactions of parties in the chain can be managed
effectively without a breakdown in the delivery of the ‘product’ to be included in a
principle of regeneration reuse. The design process must allow for flexibility in
sizing of building component reuse, technologies necessary for their installation,
fixings and configuration for future adaptable building system reuse. Similarly
guidelines must be considered for assessing the existing structural configuration and
fabric of obsolete buildings appropriate for adaptive reuse section 5.4, and models to
assist in the decision making process are available in section 6.3.2. The concept of
recognising obsolete property assets as having the potential for adaptive reuse is
highlighted by the (RIBA 2012b), which clearly states that “sustainable development
involves seeking positive improvements in the quality of the built, natural and
historic environment and that this involves replacing poor design with good design”.
Further government policies are encouraged by (UNCSD 2012) “to promote
production processes that reflect the best available technologies for eco-efficiency,
recycling, remanufacturing, reuse of waste materials, product durability and
longevity (and that) wasteful practices such as planned obsolescence are identified
and eliminated.”
What all principles of regeneration reuse must take in account regimented
practices in waste minimisation both during the design and construction stages of a
project. Waste management practises in Australian and the UK jurisdictions detailed
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in section 3.1.2 are well established with policies to collect taxes and levies being
comparable, as are strategies to increase the proportion of C & D being recycled
albeit being achieved at varying levels. Design waste reduction as discussed in
section 3.2.2 Waste Management and Regeneration Reuse would be significantly
increased by fiscal governance incentives, rather than fines or penalties, and lead to
greater voluntary approaches both during design and whilst on site. An example of
incentive rather than a penalty was demonstrated at BedZED in section 5.3.3 where
the use of recycled crushed green glass as an alternative to virgin sand, created a cost
saving as a consequence of the aggregate levy. Other factors highlighted in section
3.2.3 that should be recognised in the selection of materials in addition to those
prescribed by the AIA in Table 3.1 during the design process include aesthetic
appeal, initial and ongoing maintenance cost and LCA. Other considerations as
summarised in section 3.3.1 relate to building code and regulatory requirements in
the jurisdictions of Australia and the UK, including CO2 emission targets, building
fabric and services design WLC analysis. Yet regulatory requirements still fall well
below targets set by assessment bodies such as Passive Homes, Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design, Building Research Establishment (BRE) Environmental
Assessment Method and Green Star.
“When materials or components are recovered for recycling or reuse in other
buildings, their embodied CO2 emissions could be deducted from the project from
which they are recovered. However, the emissions are not eradicated: they are
transferred to the new uses, becoming part of their embodied CO2 emissions.
Although estimates of recovered emissions are highly uncertain, recycling and reuse
are sustainable practices that should be adopted when feasible” (RIBA 2012a). A
prescriptive assessment of embodied carbon for building components and structures
suitable for regeneration reuse needs to be strongly considered, and addressed in the
same context as the established PPP. Such assessments when grouped lead to a
systematic evaluation framework to selecting building components suitable for
regeneration reuse after deconstruction. Such a framework would be further
enhanced through incorporation of the Australian, Building Products Innovation
Council life cycle inventory data, and the UK, BRE life cycle analysis environmental
profiling technique and SMARTWaste monitoring tool.
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The early intervention in the design process to incorporate both waste
management and assessment of strategies to incorporate the principles of
regeneration reuse escalates rapidly through the initial RIBA plan of work design
stages and AIA phases. It you consider BIM as structured and coordinated
information enabled by technology for whole life cycle management (CIC 2013), the
amount of design data is like a wedge with the narrowest point at RIBA stage A or
AIA phase 1. Fundamentally as examined in section 3.3.3, Table 3.3 BIM data can
be applied to assist the decision making process of assessing the practicalities of
incorporating the principles of regeneration reuse in to a project. RIBA stages A –
Client Appraisal to B – Strategic Brief, should be utilised to provide desired
performance requirements for construction methodology and layout against the
requirements for regeneration reuse. Stage C – Outline Proposal to D – Detailed
Proposal, must use prescriptive data of building components and materials with
refinement of the incorporation of regeneration reuse in stages E – Detail Design to F
– Production Information. With more BIM projects the data collected will create selfintelligent systems capable of evolving prescriptive calculation of best design option
for regeneration reuse to both reduce waste and best include the principles in the
design process. Further research is recommended against affordability, material
availability, business case viability, alternative technologies, BIM labelling and
measurements of sustainability (Drogemuller 2009), client awareness and demand.
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